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Heritage continued on Page 4
Calcia continued on Page 4
o.h. wrote new messages on the bathroom stalls inside Calcia Hall.
Students and staff gathered in the Student Center Ballrooms after the flag-raising.
Dana Jarvis
Assistant News Editor
     The UPD-proclaimed van-
dal, known by the initials 
o.h., has left another mark 
of disapproval, now within 
the walls of Calcia Hall. It is 
unclear when these writings, 
displayed on both female and 
male bathroom stalls, were 
placed, but o.h. has been un-
failingly adamant about the 
key message.
     The notes were as follows: Research continued on Page 4
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“Don’t ask who, ask why?“, 
“You are allowing for the 
censorship of your fellow 
students” and “You [the Uni-
versity Police Department] 
are now treating the message 
as a criminal offense when 
we are not criminals terror-
izing the school we are your 
own students trying to be 
heard.” Other messages were 
painted over, but, because of 
the scant coat, it looks like 
they were similar to the other 
stalls’ key points about the 
university’s lack of regard for 
its art students.
      These messages are the lat-
est in a series of complaints 
expressed through grafitti, 
the first of which appeared 
on the outside of Calcia Hall 
at the end of the fall 2016 
semester. The anonymous 
voice behind these messages, 
o.h.., expressed the common 
frustrations of many art stu-
dents at the university, which 
include the run-down state of 
the Calicia Hall as well as the 
building’s access regulations.
      Robert Browning, a ten-
ured professor at Montclair 
State who has been teaching 
for the past 44 years, com-
mented about the original 
chalk graffiti on the outside 
of the building: “Evidently 
[the vandalism] happened on 
a Sunday. I saw [that the mes-
sage] was still there at 10 a.m. 
on a Monday, but by 3 p.m. 
that same day, the message 
Montclair 
State 
Gains 
Doctoral 
Research
Title
      Montclair State was re-
cently recognized as a Doc-
toral Research University, 
only the third public insti-
tution in the state to receive 
this classification.
     The Carnegie Classifica-
tion of Institutions of Higher 
Education evaluates a uni-
versity’s or college’s status 
every five years to see wheth-
er the institution should ele-
vate its classification. 
     Prior to Feb. 1, Montclair 
State was listed as a Master’s 
1 University, but had not 
received a Doctoral classifi-
cation, although there were 
PhD programs available in 
counseling, environmental 
management, family studies, 
teacher education and teach-
er development and math-
ematics education and a doc-
toral program in audiology.
         Montclair State now holds 
a spot as a Doctoral Research 
3 institution, which means 
that it conducts a moder-
ate amount of research, as 
opposed to Research 2 in-
stitutions, which do higher 
amounts of research, and Re-
search 1, which conduct the 
highest amount of research 
out of all classifications. 
     Montclair State now joins 
the ranks of public universi-
ties Rutgers-New Brunswick, 
a Research 1 doctoral univer-
Flag-Raising Kicks Off Black History Month
     In celebration of the first 
day of Black History Month, 
Montclair State held an open-
ing ceremony for the Black 
Heritage Month Celebration, 
which included a flag rais-
ing, various presentations 
and refreshments on Mon-
day, Feb. 1.
     Every year, Black Heritage 
Month at Montclair State has 
a different theme and this 
year’s theme is “Celebrating 
Champions of Challenge and 
Change.”
    Approximately 100 stu-
dents, staff and faculty gath-
ered at the Student Center 
flagpole to celebrate the start 
of Black History Month, with 
representatives from various 
organizations on campus, 
the President’s Office and 
the University Police Depart-
ment. 
     The President’s Office is-
sues a proclamation on the 
first day of Black History 
Month every year and it is 
usually read by President 
Susan Cole. This year, Dr. 
Karen L. Pennington, Vice 
President of Campus Devel-
opment and Student Life, 
read the Day of Unity Procla-
mation, as Cole was unavail-
able.
     Police attended the event 
as color guards. Dr. Saundra 
Natalie Smyth
Staff Writer
Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477). 
All calls are strictly confidential. 
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Saturday, Jan. 30
Basie Hall: Student Mykhal 
Corbitt, 21, of East Or-
ange, N.J. was arrested and 
charged with possession of 
marijuana. Corbitt is sched-
uled to appear in Little 
Falls Municipal Court.
“No matter 
what position 
you are in in 
your
career path, 
you have to 
be able to 
protect
yourself and 
others in 
case you find 
yourself in a 
violent or life 
threatening 
situation.”
- Yurisa Valdiveso, 
senior political
science major
Students learn the correct way to respond in the case of a shooting or other violent situation on campus.
Sunday, Jan. 31
Sam’s Place: An employ-
ee reported an incident of 
theft while inside the build-
ing. This case is under in-
vestigation. 
Thursday, Jan. 28
Bohn Hall: Students Shy-
lar Anderson, 19, and Kris-
tina Douglas, 19, both of 
Newark, N.J. were charged 
with underage possession 
of alcohol. Both parties are 
scheduled to appear in Clif-
ton Municipal Court. 
Sunday, Jan. 31
Williams Hall: A student 
reported a robbery inci-
dent. This case is under in-
vestigation. 
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Natalie Smyth
Staff Writer
Friday, Jan. 29
Bohn Hall: Student Con-
nor Bagen, 19, of West Or-
ange, N.J. was arrested and 
charged after being in pos-
session of various amounts 
of narcotics and illicit 
drugs and possession with 
intent to distribute. Bagen 
is scheduled to appear in 
Clifton Municipal Court. 
     Last week, Montclair State 
started offering Crisis Re-
sponse Training to all mem-
bers of the campus commu-
nity.
     This training started on 
Tuesday, Jan. 26 and contin-
ues weekly until May 11. Ses-
sions are held every Tuesday 
in the Machuga Heights Mul-
tipurpose Room from 2 to 3:30 
p.m. and every Wednesday in 
the Student Center, Room 416 
from 12 to 1 p.m.
     From this training, par-
ticipants will learn how the 
University Police Department 
will act in various active-vio-
lence incidents like a shooting, 
how to develop a personal re-
sponse and increase the likeli-
hood of survival in emergency 
situations.
     Matt Gallup is a Montclair 
State University Police Officer 
as well as the Emergency Pre-
paredness Coordinator and 
Emergency Planner for the 
University Health and Coun-
seling Services. He runs the 
training and is extremely en-
thusiastic about helping the 
campus community be pre-
pared in case of an emergency 
situation.
     During the training ses-
sion on Tuesday, Feb. 2, the 
laughter, screams and bangs 
coming from the Machuga 
Heights Multi Purpose room 
could be heard from the the 
hallway and the buildings lob-
by. Gallup doesn’t want to just 
explain verbally what could 
happen and what will happen 
in various situations — he also 
wants them to feel what it’s 
like in order to be prepared if 
they are ever in a real violent 
situation.
    Three students stayed af-
ter the training session to talk 
to Gallup and they were all 
excited about what they’ve 
learned.
    Gallup taught his students 
when to run and how to es-
cape as safely as possible, 
when and where to hide and 
how to fight when necessary. 
He is very enthusiastic about 
his work and it shows in how 
students talked about the 
class.
    Yurisa Valdiveso, a senior 
political science major, raved 
about the training. “No mat-
ter what position you are in in 
your career path, you have to 
be able to protect yourself and 
others in case you find your-
self in a violent or life threat-
ening situation,” she said.
   Valdiveso is a substitute 
teacher and wants to go into 
higher education. For her, it’s 
really important to be pre-
pared to protect her students 
and herself in the classroom, 
as well as in any other violent 
situation.
    Afnan Sayemaldahar also 
attended the training session. 
She is a graduate student 
studying Public Relations and 
is an international students 
from Saudi Arabia. According 
to Sayemaldahar, “Because 
I’m an international student, 
I wanted to understand what 
to expect in these situations 
in this country. I think all 
students need to attend this 
because if something like this 
happens, you’ll know what 
you should do and how to re-
act and then you could be an 
asset in that situation.”
     All the students I talked to 
were extremely happy they 
went to the event and were en-
thusiastic about getting their 
friends and fellow students to 
go as well. As Valdiveso put it, 
“This was the best hour and a 
half of my life.”
New Training Teaches
Protection Against Violence 
Tuesday, Jan. 26
University Hall: A student 
reported an incident of 
theft of a book. This case is 
under investigation.
Friday, Jan. 29
Blanton Hall: Student 
Joshua Jones, 19, of Piscat-
away, N.J. was arrested and 
charged with possession of 
marijuana. Jones is sched-
uled to appear in Little 
Falls Municipal Court. 
Friday, Jan. 29
Basilone Hall: Student 
Aaron Manzo, 18, of Colts 
Neck, N.J. was arrested and 
charged with possession of 
marijuana. Manzo is sched-
uled to appear in Little 
Falls Municipal Court. 
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The School of Communication and Media is due to be completed early in the Spring 2017 semester.
Stone Hall will revert back to its original function as a residence hall.
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      A quick walk across campus is 
enough for anyone to see there is 
a lot of change going on at Mont-
clair State University. The con-
struction site for the new School 
of Communication and Media 
building stretches across the en-
tire area between Life Hall and 
the Sprague Library. Partridge 
Hall and Stone Hall are also 
gated off and being completely 
renovated. Each of these projects, 
when completed, will provide 
students with significant addi-
tional resources and innumerable 
ways to enhance their education-
al experience.
School of Communication 
and Media
   The School of Communi-
cation and Media facility is 
expected to be complete and 
fully available for use early in 
the Spring 2017 semester. “In 
many ways, this will be the 
most technologically sophis-
ticated facility of its kind at 
a university in the country,” 
said Merrill Brown, Director 
of the School of Communica-
tion and Media. 
     The building will include 
two new video studios, a film 
production studio and an up-
grade to the school’s current 
high definition television stu-
dio, all featuring state-of-the-
art technology and the latest 
versions of equipment. This 
will allow students to have far 
more opportunities for hands-
on engagement in television 
and film production.
     A 200-seat theater with full 
film projection capabilities 
where lecture series will be 
hosted, along with a variety of 
other special events and per-
formances, will also be housed 
in the new building.
     According to Brown, this 
facility will allow the school to 
hold important and high-pro-
file public events which will 
enhance the university’s level 
of engagement with the larger 
community and entire region.
     A large newsroom will be 
one of the building’s main 
collaborative spaces, which 
will allow for cross-platform 
newsgathering for not just 
students, but faculty and in-
dustry partners as well. “We’ll 
be working very much in 
the fashion of today’s digital 
newsrooms where journalists 
are expected to work across 
multiple platforms,” said 
Brown. This facility will be 
Montclair State’s first fully-
equipped newsroom, where 
students will have the ability 
to cover news at the university 
and surrounding community 
in a much more collaborative 
atmosphere.
    “Nobody in the area will 
have these kinds of techno-
logical and educational capa-
bilities,” said Brown. These 
features in the new building 
will allow the school to bet-
ter serve both its students and 
the 150 media organizations 
which are members of the 
Center for Cooperative Media.
      “We hope the building will 
be a new and important part 
of the fabric of the creative life 
of our region,” said Brown. 
“We believe that we’re well on 
our way to becoming a leader 
in our field. Having state-of-
the-art technology is another 
piece of the puzzle that cata-
pults the school into a top tier 
of communication and media 
programs.”
Partridge Hall
    Partridge Hall, which 
housed the School of Business 
prior to the construction of the 
Feliciano School of Business, is 
currently being renovated to 
become the new home for both 
the Graduate School, which is 
currently located in College 
Hall, and the new School of 
Nursing, which will be inau-
gurated in September 2016.
     The renovated building will 
feature modern classrooms 
and lecture halls which will be 
fully equipped with technolo-
gy. For the School of Nursing, 
the building will offer state-of-
the-art simulation laboratories 
with robotic patients includ-
ing adults, children and even 
a pregnant mother. The build-
ing will also include a mock 
quarantine room and home 
health care lab.
      According to Provost Wil-
lard Gingerich, the School of 
Nursing will initially offer just 
one program, the Registered 
Nurse to Bachelor of Science 
Building Renovations Make Progress
in Nursing (RN-to-BSN) pro-
gram, which is designed for 
individuals who are regis-
tered nurses and already have 
an Associate’s degree or di-
ploma in nursing. Eventually, 
there are plans to offer mas-
ter’s and doctoral programs as 
well. Currently, the university 
is searching for a dean for the 
new school, along with other 
necessary faculty and staff.
     “The School of Nursing will 
not only have positive ben-
efits for the Montclair State 
student community, but ulti-
mately for the community of 
New Jersey,” said Gingerich. 
“It will address the grow-
ing health care needs of the 
state and will be committed 
to programs that are reflec-
tive of New Jersey’s diverse 
population. The program will 
foster strong critical thinking, 
ethical behavior, excellent 
professional competence and 
informed citizenship as it pre-
pares students for leadership 
roles.”
Stone Hall
     For the past two and a half 
years, Stone Hall held the offic-
es of many departments serv-
ing the university community. 
These included Global Educa-
tion, Educational Opportunity 
Fund and Student Academic 
Services, which have all been 
relocated. Before becoming an 
office building, though, Stone 
Hall was originally built as a 
residence hall and the renova-
tion taking place will return it 
to its prior function.
     Stone Hall will provide 
housing to 146 freshmen stu-
dents and will offer single, 
double and triple rooms, ac-
Jessicca Bacher
Assistant News Editor
cording to John Delate, Ex-
ecutive Director of Residence 
Life. This will increase the to-
tal campus housing capacity 
from 5,200 to 5,346.
     “We are very excited about 
this new addition to the cam-
pus housing community,” 
said Delate. “This additional 
bed total will allow us to 
hopefully house all students 
seeking campus housing next 
academic year.“
      The building will be air-
conditioned and offer a small-
er, more intimate setting for 
residents who choose to live 
there. Stone Hall will reopen 
in Fall 2016.
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Patridge Hall will hold the Graduate School as well as the new School of Nursing.
Stay up to date with construction and other news on campus!Check out our website: themontclarion.org
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Grafitti signed by o.h. continues to surface in Calcia Hall.
“We cannot just give
[black history and heritage] 
to the black students and the 
black community and keep 
[them] there. [They’re] 
critical [parts] of American 
history and therefore part of 
all students’ experience.”
- Dr. Saundra Collins,
African American Studies Department
“It is your 
efforts...that
enable us...to
realize the
potential of
this great
university.” 
- President
Susan Cole 
Calcia: o.h. Speaks Out
Continued from page 1
had been erased. [It] was the 
fastest thing I ever saw hap-
pen at Montclair State, ever. 
Either the chair or the Dean 
were unhappy and it is my 
understanding that they paid 
an outside contractor [to re-
move the message].”
     According to Browning, 
art students used to have ac-
cess to Calcia Hall, at any time 
of day or night, even on the 
weekends. In response to the 
new regulations put in place 
concerning hours and guide-
lines for access to the building, 
some professors wondered 
why students would need ad-
mission past 11 p.m. Brown-
ing exclaimed, “Good God, 
they’re kids! We’re old!” 
     According to their com-
plaints, often students who 
need access to the various 
studios in Calcia Hall have 
their own schedules to work 
around, not to mention the 
fact that, if one mistake is 
made on a project, many must 
start again from scratch. Most 
students need to be in the 
studios with provided equip-
ment in order to work. These 
are graded projects and are 
unlike a paper or assignment 
from other departments with-
in Montclair State that can be 
easily edited in a timely man-
ner to meet deadline.
     Student Sandra Lacaste-
santos posted on a Calcia Hall 
Facebook page, addressing the 
administration, “There is no 
reason that the doors to Calcia 
should be locked to students 
who PAY to use these stu-
dios. Art students CANNOT 
do their homework outside 
of this building and locking 
us out is severely interfering 
with our work. We cannot just 
plan our schedules around 
when the building will be 
open.” She ended with, “I am 
furious that I even have to 
make this post.”
      Considering the recent 
upgrades and new buildings 
at Montclair State, such as 
the Center for Environmental 
and Life Sciences, the Feli-
ciano School of Business and 
the upcoming School of Com-
munication and Media, Cal-
cia Hall has been lacking an 
update, although it has been 
granted to other facilities.
     On Feb. 1, an electrician 
came in to replace over 40 
bulbs in Calcia that had not 
been working properly or 
even at all over an extended 
period of time.
     “We live and breathe these 
rooms,” Browning said. “What 
works and doesn’t work in 
these rooms is a direct concern 
of ours.”
     Art students, such as Na-
dine Ruiz and others, have 
previously mentioned being 
inadequately represented at 
the university. Browning felt 
“misrepresentation” wasn’t 
the proper word. “They’re 
poorly thought of,” he said. 
“The administration holds out 
a carrot. If you do this, this 
and this, we’ll give you a new 
building.”
    Browning still describes 
both the art students and fac-
ulty as “fairly quiet,” because 
this is the first time in his ex-
perience at the university that 
the curriculum and Dean’s ad-
ministration is being protested 
against, especially in such a 
public manner. “[The adminis-
tration] expect[s] kids to have 
the same sensibilities that fac-
ulty do. There’s a big discon-
nect between [the administra-
tion and the students.]”
Collins, a professor of Psy-
chology who works for the 
African American Studies De-
partment, attended the open-
ing day’s events, including 
the flag raising, and said that 
“having a color guard is an 
honor. The police force pro-
vide a formal escort to your 
destination and, by doing so, 
they are telling us that we are 
all united.”
     The ceremony was out-
doors and included the annual 
libation that Sanders gave as a 
commemoration of Black His-
tory Month and the singing of 
the Black National Anthem.
     The event started at noon 
and lasted longer than usu-
al, until 1 p.m., and Collins 
gave part of that credit to the 
weather. Usually it’s very cold 
in February, which limits the 
time spent outside, but this 
year, participants got to stay 
outside longer and enjoy the 
weather.
      “Montclair State’s flag-
raising and opening ceremony 
for Black History Month [are] 
unique and a little different 
in that we have the participa-
tion of our University Police 
Department. They provide a 
color guard escort. That’s not 
happening on other college 
campuses,” said Collins.
     Dr. Sandra Lewis, a psychol-
ogy professor and the director 
of the African Students Stud-
ies Program at Montclair State, 
is the principal organizer of 
Black Heritage Month. Collins 
could not stress enough how 
vital Lewis’ role was in mak-
ing this month of events come 
together.
     “This month’s long set of 
events is the work of several 
groups. Over the last three 
months, we have been talking, 
meeting [and] creating sub-
committees to work on differ-
ent pieces of the program. The 
flag raising was the coordina-
tors’ first opportunity to all 
come together,” said Lewis.
    After the flag-raising cer-
emony, participants went to 
the Student Center Ballrooms 
for a performance, presenta-
tion and refreshments. Mar-
sha Pierre and Emmanuel 
Paulino, both freshmen Dance 
majors, along with a dance 
teacher, performed “Paris/
Black/Woman,” a piece 
that combined music, video 
and dance into one work of 
art. They then showed the 
movie “Heroes of Hope.” 
    “It’s common for black 
people in Paris to feel invis-
ible in terms of their talent. 
They want to get out there 
and show the world what they 
can do, but the doors aren’t 
open for them. This dance was 
about showing empowerment 
and bringing up issues that 
black people face everyday. 
We want to showcase our tal-
ent to the world and that’s the 
message we were sending to 
the audience,” said Pierre.
     The organizers of the event 
were happy with the turnout 
and are excited for the events 
coming up later this month. 
The goal of this series of events 
is to unite the whole campus 
community together.
     “These events are integrat-
ed activities that represent  all 
fashions of the campus life,” 
said Collins. “People under-
stand that black history and 
black heritage [are] impor-
tant to everyone. We cannot 
just give [them] to the black 
students and the black com-
munity and keep [them] there. 
[They’re] critical [parts] of 
American history and there-
fore part of all students’ expe-
rience.”
Heritage:Celebrating Black History on Campus
Continued from page 1
Research: Carnegie Classification
Continued from page 1
sity, and Rutgers-Newark, a 
Research-2 institution, in its 
classification.
           According to a statement 
from President Susan Cole 
about the university’s eleva-
tion, the move from Master’s 
1 to Doctoral Research 3 was 
largely due to the increased 
number of doctoral students 
at Montclair State and the 
university’s ability to secure 
funding from federal research 
funds.
            Cole also listed several 
of the doctoral research initia-
tives at Montclair State in her 
statement, including medical 
research in the botulin neu-
rotoxin and Parkinson’s Dis-
ease, psychological research 
on the effects of Superstorm 
Sandy, environmental studies 
in Antarctica and many other 
fields of research in the vari-
ous doctoral programs that 
Montclair offers.
      “The benefits here rebound 
across all of our student 
groups and levels, undergrad-
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This exhibit by Professor Robert Browning depicts Calcia’s limited access.
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Dancers perform “Paris/Black/Woman.”
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uate, masters and doctoral, 
and our significant achieve-
ments and contributions to 
New Jersey over the past sev-
eral years are now more accu-
rately reflected in this national 
and prestigious designation,” 
said Dean Joan Ficke, Director 
of the Graduate School. “All 
of us will continue to benefit 
from the research opportuni-
ties that have been present for 
some time, students and fac-
ulty alike. Now, however, we 
will have this added external 
national validation of what 
Montclair State University 
has become over the past 15 
years.”
     “Every member of the Uni-
versity community should 
take pride in this accomplish-
ment,” Cole said to conclude 
her statement on the new clas-
sification. “It is your efforts 
and your commitment that 
enable us, each day, to realize 
the potential of this great uni-
versity.”
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Dancers perform “Paris/Black/Woman.”
973-655-5112 
Alexander Kasser Theater
Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
Photo: Maria Baranova 
Double Edge Theatre
The Grand Parade
(of the 20th Century)
Inspired by the paintings of Marc Chagall
February 4 – 7
“A phantasmagoric wonderland” – THE WASHINGTON POST 
Engage!
Sneak Peek with dramaturg
Morgan Jenness
February 4 @ 6 pm
Open Training with
Double Edge Theatre
February 6, 12 - 2 pm
Learn more at 
peakperfs.org
No charge for undergraduates with valid 
MSU ID for any of these performances! 
Courtesy of your Performing Arts Fee
Up Next
MSU Wind Symphony
February 12 @ 7:30 pm
Kristen Bryfogle
Editor-in-Chief
   themontclarion.org
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Meet Dmitri: 
Montclair State’s Favorite Canine
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Dimitri taking a selfie with Alex Gamboa, The Montclarion’s 
photo editor.
Dimitri interacting with students at Montclair State.Dimitri at 10 months old, as a puppy. 
Dimitri featued on thedogist. 
Dimitri at 12 weeks old. 
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     Rocky the Red Hawk may be 
the official mascot of Montclair 
State University, but there’s an-
other fluffy friend moving in on 
the bird’s position as the most 
loved animal on campus.
     Known as the big, white, 
marshmallow dog, Dmitri the 
Samoyed has been making his 
rounds on the Montclair State 
campus with his owner Edward 
Smith for quite a while, bring-
ing happiness and stress relief 
to students, faculty and staff 
who stop to say hello and pet 
the pooch as they pass by.
     Dmitri, known to friends and 
family as Dimi, is 10 years old 
and the son of two champion 
Samoyeds who ran the famous 
Iditarod dog-sledding race from 
Nome to Anchorage, Alaska. 
The breed originally hails from 
Siberia, Smith said, hence the 
canine’s Russian name.
     Samoyeds can survive up to 
65 degrees below zero, are one 
of two totally hypoallergenic 
breeds and can even have the 
hair that they shed collected 
and spun into yarn to make 
clothing.
     “I used to take Dimi to Ander-
son Park and sometimes Brook-
dale, but he likes Montclair 
State the most,” Smith said. “He 
is thrilled when we drive into 
the parking garage and he runs 
his way onto campus and greets 
the first 10 people he sees. After 
that, he becomes quite chill and 
just says hello to anyone who 
shows interest.”
    “Dimi loves the attention 
on campus,” Smith continued. 
“He gets a kick out of groups 
of girls who scream and emote 
on his approach and is particu-
larly happy when people make 
a fuss. He knows his job in life is 
to be handled and loved and he 
gives back at every turn.”
     Although Dmitri and Smith 
enjoy their regular constitution-
al in Red Hawk Country, the 
dog’s favorite walk, Smith con-
fessed, is Central Park in New 
York City. “When we head into 
the Lincoln Tunnel, he gets so 
excited and you can tell when 
he sets foot on the concrete of 
Manhattan that he feels so so-
phisticated. You can almost 
hear his thoughts… ‘Ahhh, the 
opera, the ballet, the Metropoli-
tan Museum…I love it here.’”
     Dmitri is lavished with just 
as much attention in New York 
City as he is at the university, 
often being stopped on his four-
mile loop to be greeted and 
photographed. “I think he’s a 
tourist attraction and I cannot 
imagine how many visitors 
return to their countries with 
pictures of the Empire State, 
Chrysler Building, Statue of 
Liberty and Dimi,” said Smith.
     Dmitri’s stardom doesn’t stop 
there. Smith and Dimi were sit-
ting Upper Montclair when a 
model taking part in a shoot 
for a Chase Bank advertisement 
noticed Dmitri’s signature good 
looks. A few moments later, 
the director for the shoot ap-
proached Smith and his four-
legged friend and asked if they 
wanted to be in the commercial.
     At first, Dmitri was just a 
character in the background, 
until Smith suggested that the 
actress starring in the commer-
cial try to walk him across the 
street. “They did 26 takes of 
him pulling her slim little body 
across the street to get to me, 
standing off-camera. I laughed 
and laughed at this pencil-thin 
gal, flying down the street in 
four-inch heels, being tugged 
by a bundle of white fur.”
     After three hours of film-
ing, Dmitri got about three sec-
onds of air time in the ad which 
played in 4,600 Chase branch-
es across the country. “Dimi 
watched it in our local branch 
with all the tellers and officers 
of the bank. He is now a celeb-
rity as well as a tourist attrac-
tion,” said Smith.
     Dimi doesn’t let the fame and 
attention get to him, though. 
At home, he keeps it low-key, 
making his rounds around the 
yard, watching television with 
the family and standing be-
side Smith as he barbecues on 
the porch, watching the birds, 
squirrels and rabbits in the 
yard.
     When asked about what stu-
dents can do to give back to the 
dog that brings so much joy and 
comfort to those who meet him, 
Smith said that they would en-
joy talking to students about 
classical antiquity, since Smith 
specializes in Roman architec-
ture and its impact on Western 
society. “Outside of that, he sim-
ply loves being around young 
people who love to stroke him 
and give back with such enthu-
siasm. At ten years of age, he’s 
an older guy now, but like most 
older men, he thrives on contact 
with younger people and many 
of the students have left dogs at 
home and give him lots of love 
when they see him.”
     If all else fails, Smith said 
that the previous Dean of Stu-
dents mentioned that Montclair 
State might present Dmitri with 
an honorary degree from the 
university, a sure way to show 
the pooch that he is a true Red 
Hawk.
     Dmitri clearly holds a special 
place in the heart of Montclair 
State and his family, who trea-
sure him for the special impact 
he has on those he meets. “Peo-
ple who know dogs approach 
him with comfort but I also love 
when those who have little ex-
perience with dogs come to him 
with hesitancy,” said Smith. 
Watching Dmitri connect to 
everyone he meets, no matter 
where they come from, is one 
of the most rewarding parts of 
having him as a pet, Smith said.
     “Some people ask how we 
are able to keep up with all the 
hair. Truth is, the shedding is 
nothing to the pleasure and 
companionship and he always 
gives back.”
“When we head 
into the Lincoln 
Tunnel, he gets so 
excited and you 
can tell when he 
sets foot on the 
concrete of Man-
hattan that he 
feels so sophis-
ticated. You can 
almost hear his 
thoughts…
 ‘Ahhh, the 
opera, the ballet, 
the Metropolitan 
Museum…
I love it here.’”
- Dmitri’s owner
Ayla Gentiletti
Contributing Writer
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    Each Spring the National 
Panhellenic Council (NPC) 
holds their Formal Recruitment 
process to welcome many ea-
ger new women into the Greek 
Community. On the weekend 
of January 29th - February 1st, 
NPC Montclair did just that!
The weekend started off on Fri-
day when 200+ women entered 
Montclair State University’s 
Student Center with the hopes 
of finding a family in one of the 
four National Sororities on cam-
pus. Both nervous and excited 
these women had the support 
of 19 Panhellenic Recruitment 
Counselors, who gave up their 
letters to help potential new 
members find their new home.
Cat Farley, a sister of Delta 
Phi Epsilon who gave up her 
letters and ran formal recruit-
ment said, “It was hard giving 
up my letters and I didn’t think 
I would be able to do it, but it 
was really worth it in the end, 
and was a really good experi-
ence. I’m so happy I did it.”
The sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma, 
Delta Phi Epsilon, Sigma Delta 
Tau and Sigma Sigma Sigma 
dressed to impress each day as 
120+ graduate progr ms
O line and on-campus
Full- and part-tim  options
Register  
www.shu.edu/goh
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
Saturday, February 20    
400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, NJ
12 - 3 PM   University Center    
Jaimee Laurie
Staff Writer
    Each spring, the National 
Panhellenic Council (NPC) 
holds their formal recruitment 
process to welcome many ea-
ger new women into the Greek 
community. On the weekend 
of Jan. 29 through Feb. 1, NPC 
Montclair did just that.
     The weekend started on Fri-
day when over 200 women en-
tered Montclair State’s Student 
Center with the hopes of find-
ing a family in one of the four 
national sororities on campus. 
Both nervous and excited, these 
women had the support of 19 
Panhellenic Recruitment Coun-
selors, who gave up their letters 
to help potential new members 
find their new home.
    Cat Farley, a sister of Delta 
Phi Epsilon who gave up her 
letters and ran formal recruit-
ment said, “It was hard giving 
up my letters and I didn’t think 
I would be able to do it, but it 
was really worth it in the end 
and was a really good experi-
ence. I’m so happy I did it.”
     The sisters of Phi Sigma Sig-
ma, Delta Phi Epsilon, Sigma 
Delta Tau and Sigma Sigma 
Sigma dressed to impress each 
day as they were given the 
opportunity to meet different 
women in hopes of finding 
their potential new members 
and sisters. 
     Carolina Focella, a sister of 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, said, “It 
is always such a great experi-
ence seeing the women come 
in. They are so excited, we’re so 
excited and it really is our first 
time to show these girls who 
we all really are and that sorori-
ties aren’t scary and are about 
sisterhood and acceptance.”
     After each night of recruit-
ment, it came to the day that all 
NPC women and potential new 
members wait for: Bid Day. 
     173 women took to the 7th 
floor of University Hall anx-
iously awaiting to find out 
what organization they had 
received acceptance to. These 
women opened their bids all at 
once and were welcomed into 
their new homes within the 
community with excitement 
and happiness.
     Farley said, “It was nice to see 
how excited they were and to 
see them go through the same 
process that I went through. 
I was really glad that they all 
found their home in the end.”        
      By the time the weekend was 
over, each organization had 
gained over 45 new members.
     For more information on the 
National Panhellenic Council at 
Montclair State University, fol-
low @NPCMontclair on social 
media.
National Panhellenic Welcomes Over 
170 Women Into the Greek Community
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Sorority pledges during the NPC recruitment. 
sunday, february 28, 2016 
noon – 3 p.m. 
university hall conference center
rsvp today and get your  
$60 application fee waived.
learn more and register at  
montclair.edu/graduate
 THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OPEN HOUSE
 HERE.  
our networks  
open doors.
themontclarion.org
Montclair State Viner Manuel Rodriguez.  
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     Manuel Rodriguez is 
your typical Montclair State 
student. He wakes up, gets 
dressed, searches the cabinets 
of his house for something ed-
ible and instead chooses to go 
to Sparta Bagel for a quick bite 
before getting on the road for 
his commute to class. The only 
difference between him and 
other students at Montclair 
State is that there is a slight 
chance a stranger in the store 
may recognize his face. For 
many of us, having someone 
walk up to you mid-bite of 
your morning meal would be 
a bizarre occurrence. Well, the 
same goes for Rodriguez who 
finds it extremely “WEIRD,” 
as he explained via email.
     Nonetheless, one has to 
expect something like this to 
happen, especially when this 
person has over 85,000 follow-
ers on Vine as the user @Mov-
iemanny. Most people, how-
ever, won’t come forward. 
Instead, fans will tweet to him 
later on, mentioning that he 
or she spotted him at the gas 
station or in the mall. “I liter-
ally could have been picking 
my nose and have [had] no 
idea someone was looking,” 
commented the popular Vine 
user, but when asked what he 
thought of his fame he replied, 
“I don’t consider myself fa-
mous at all. The day I’m having 
brunch with Jamie Lee Curtis or 
something...then maybe.”
  Rodriguez, 22, grew up in Spar-
ta, New Jersey and he is a Com-
munication and Media Arts stu-
dent. His plan after completing 
his education is to work in en-
tertainment— “hopefully com-
edy,” he said. “My dream is to 
one day host my own late-night 
talk show.” 
     Rodriguez views Robin Wil-
liams as his main inspiration, 
along with others such as Dan-
ny DeVito, Dave Chappelle, Jim 
Carrey and Roseanne Barr.             
     Rodriguez talks about how he 
used humor growing up to gain 
confidence: “As I got older, I be-
gan to suffer with horrible anxi-
ety and so comedy really helps 
me get through each day.” He is 
open about his anxiety on social 
media and even does a series 
called “Anxiety Factor” to make 
light of certain situations.      
     “Every once in a while, I’ll get 
a message from someone telling 
me that my videos helped them 
deal with their problems that 
day. Even if it’s just for a little 
Dana Jarvis
Assistant News Editor 
Montclair State Student 
Becomes Vine Famous
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while, humor heals,” Rodriguez 
said.
     Rodriguez described Vine as 
an “amazing” company, as well 
as a close community. He said 
that he has met many friends 
through the app, some that he’s 
even planning on visiting in 
California. He credits the app 
for presenting him with many 
opportunities, especially the 
chance to talk and work with 
Oscar-winning director Ron 
Howard. “It was surreal,” he 
recalled  when thinking about 
the experience.
     His number of followers 
began to rise when he began 
posting more videos. One of his 
posts eventually landed on the 
“comedy” page on the front 
screen of the app, so naturally 
his profile gained more traffic. 
Rodriguez discloses that even 
though 87,000 followers is not 
considered “a lot” when it 
comes to Vine, “it’s still cool to 
know that many people enjoy 
what I do and support me.”
     Rodriguez’s number of 
vines posted depends on the 
day. Sometimes he’ll make a 
video on the spot, but other 
times, his videos need props. 
His prime posting time is 8 
to 11 p.m., an insider secret 
for anyone out there who gets 
bored during those hours.
      The last thing to notice about 
Rodriguez is his explosive and 
extremely contagious laugh. 
When explaining how he feels 
to know that people watch 
him from all over the world, he 
said, “Rosie O’Donnell knows 
who I am now, so I can pretty 
much die happy,” followed by 
a laugh that you would have 
to hear to believe. (I couldn’t 
help myself from cracking up.) 
He explains that now he can, 
“share laughs with thousands 
of people” and that’s what 
makes posting on Vine worth-
while.
“Every once in a while, I’ll get a message 
from someone telling me that my videos 
helped them deal with their problems that 
day. Even if it’s just for a little while, 
humor heals.”
-Manuel Rodriguez, Viner
$12.00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER W / CAR, 
CLIFTON
Seeking a friendly, responsible, & dependable after-
school sitter for our 5 year-old daughter. Safe driver 
with reliable car for driving from Montclair school 
aftercare (Valley road) to our home in Clifton off Rt 3.  
Must be comfortable with our adorable small dog too. 
Hrs. 4:30-6:30 p.m. M-F, $12 / hr.  Also would like to 
use this person for occasional weekend sitting! Must 
have references Email: coll2101@outlook.com.
GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITY, 
CEDAR GROVE
We are a growing consulting & training firm located in 
Cedar Grove, NJ., looking for a part-time office admin 
to work on selective projects including helping with 
training calendar, event planning, managing content 
(website, social media, blogs), web research, creat-
ing & editing content, answering phones, contacting 
clients, & helping to manage the company.  The ideal 
candidate must be a self-starter, willing to learn, high 
energy, & trustworthy.  This job is not for everyone, as 
we are in a high paced & high growth firm meaning 
your role will evolve quickly.  We also have a social 
mission, & we are only looking for people who “be-
lieve” in our mission & vision. Candidates MUST have 
the following qualifications: High School diploma or 
equivalent (Preference given to JRs & SRs or MBA), 
fluent in English, Confident while respectful, Power 
Computer user & skillful w / Microsoft Office, social 
media tools, & preferably Word Press. Able to work 
in the U.S, w/o sponsorship, & willing to learn. As a 
training company, a “bonus” is unlimited learning. 
Must be able to work 20 hours a week at a minimum 
on a project / freelance basis. If you fit the profile, com-
plete the job candidate form at https://pmoadvisory.
wufoo.com/forms/office-assistant-candidate-form/.
*** NEW LISTING! ***  HOUSE FOR RENT, 
LITTLE FALLS
3 Bedrooms, 1.5 Bath, Raised Ranch house. Quiet 
neighborhood. Washer & Dryer Hookups, Off Street 
Parking, Utilities not included. Perfect for Roommates, 
a Family, or Singles.  $1950.00 / Mon.  Available Im-
mediately. Call: (973) 495-9355.
SAVE $$$ – ACROSS FROM MSU
Save $$$. Female students, Grads. Summer or fall 
room rentals. June-August or 2015 school year. Fur-
nished, across from campus. Internet inc. Singles or 
share. Available June (possibly May). 
Call (973) 778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, Mon-Fri. Only 3 mins. 
walk to MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call (973) 819-0334. 
Sun-Sat, 5 a.m.-8:00 p.m. ONLY.
Place YOUR Classified in The Montclarion. LOW 
RATES & EXTENDED EXPOSURE. BOOK YOUR 
CLASSIFIED AD NOW. 
For more info Email MontclarionAdSales@gmail.com 
or call Don Spielvogel (973) 655-5237 or (215) 860-5533.
$18-20.00/ HOUR BABYSITTER IN MONTCLAIR
Looking for a warm, loving, creative & responsible per-
son for after-school care of our 11 & 12 year old girls. Safe 
driver, enjoys prepping healthy meals, homework help, 
& our adorable Cockapoo. 2-7:00 p.m. Mon-Fri. w/ flex-
ible day off. Mid-August thru indefinitely. Email Amy-
friedman100@gmail.com or call/text (917) 331-8439.
AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER $15.00 / HR, MONTCLAIR
Recently moved to Montclair family seeking responsible 
& fun after-school caregiver for active 10 year old son, 3 
to 5 days a week. Responsibilities include taking off bus 
or picking up at school & shuffling to and from activities, 
homework help, playing sports in backyard and very light 
meal prep. Must have own car with clean driving record, 
non-smoker and be comfortable with small dog. 10 to 15 
hours/week. $15 per hour.  Email: Psolly08@gmail.com or 
text (917) 952-6426.
UPTOWN ART MONTCLAIR 
(www.uptownart.com/montclair)
Our FUN, new, BYOB paint and sip studio opening at 50 
Upper Montclair Plaza in Montclair is looking for dynamic 
artistic painters to work in a creative entertaining environ-
ment as Art Instructors & Art Assistants. Ideal candidates 
will possess the following skills and qualifications: ENER-
GETIC and POSITIVE personality & be very comfortable 
speaking to people of all ages & different skill levels / 
Knowledge of color theory, blending, layering, & different 
painting techniques / Ability to teach step by step painting 
to a large group, keep their attention, keep things light & 
enjoyable, & help them produce artwork they are proud to 
walk away with. This is not a normal art class; this is a Social 
Art Experience. Responsibilities also include: Studio set-up, 
Customer Registration / clean up / reconciling payment & 
attendance. Need reliable transportation & the ability to at-
tend occasional offsite events. Primarily evening & weekend 
classes – offered 7 days a week during daytime & evening 
hours for kids & adults.   Please respond by emailing: up-
townartmontclair50@gmail.com your most current resume, 
copies of at least 3 of your paintings (preferably acrylic) & let 
us know little bit about you & why you would be a great fit 
for this opportunity .
$15 – $20.00 / HR,  AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, 
GLEN RIDGE
Seeking a babysitter for two girls, ages 11 & 13 for after-
school Mon – Fri, approx.3:00 – 6 pm (exact hours TBA) 
effective immediately.    You must have positive energy, be 
kind,  punctual & enthusiastic. Duties include school pickup, 
preparing after-school snacks, driving to various after-school 
activities. Must have a clean driving record & local refer-
ences. Start ASAP. Email: sheetalgupta@yahoo.com.
$15 – $20.00 / HR,  AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, 
MONTCLAIR
Seeking a babysitter for two boys, ages 4 & 7 for after-school 
Mon – Fri, approx. 3:00 – 6 pm (exact hours TBA).   Would 
consider hiring 2 students available different days of the 
week.   Duties would include school pickup, supervising 
homework, preparing snacks / limited dinner prep, and 
playing.   Must be a reliable driver. Family is relocating to 
Montclair.  Start ASAP. Email: axelrodstina@gmail.com.
HELP WANTED, WESTFIELD
Looking for a Montclair student to drive 5 year-old boy home 
to Westfield area. We will provide car seat. Place of pick up: 
Ben Samuels Pre School (on Clove Road). Pick up time: 2:30 
pm (can arrange for pick up time to vary between 2 and 3 
pm). Start Date:  Jan 4th, but can negotiate to a later start date. 
If interested call Tom at (201) 921-4687 or Email: tchiododds@
aol.com.
$15-20 / HR, BEFORE or AFTER SCHOOL, DRIVING  
SITTER, LIVINGSTON
Seeking responsible care for two children (age two & five). In 
the mornings every Mon – Fri, we need someone from 6:30 
am-7:30 am (could be flexible) to assist with breakfast, light 
clean-up & getting the kids to school.  On some workday 
afternoons, we may need someone from 5:00 – 7:00 pm to 
pick-up from school, light snacks, homework assist, driv-
ing to local sports & supervision of play.  Must have own 
car with a clean driving record.  Experience preferred & a 
reference(s) required.  Email:xiongiue@yahoo.com or text: 
(973) 520-6980.
$25 / DAY, EARLY MORNING BABYSITTER / CARE, 
VERONA
Seeking a responsible, dependable & kind person to provide 
early-morning care for two boys (8 & 9) in Verona. Hours 
are Monday-Friday 7am-8:30 am (drop off at Laning Ave 
School). You must have a car & clean driving record, as 
well as references. Responsibilities include waking the 
boys up, supervising them while they get dressed, have 
breakfast, clean up & get packed up for school. We pay $25 
per day. We have a dog, so you should be comfortable with 
dogs. Please contact me by email or phone at your earliest 
convenience. We need someone to begin immediately: (347) 
628-2658 orChristinegarson@gmail.com.
$15-20 / HR, MOTHER’S HELPER & OCCASIONAL 
BABYSITTER, BLOOMFIELD
Seeking kind & reliable person to help care for my 4 month 
old daughter.  Until end of February, position would entail 
watching her in our home while I am there.  Would need 
someone 2 to 3 days a week for 3 hours a day.  Days of the 
week are flexible.  From March on, would need occasional 
baby sitter weekday nights, weekends, or weekdays if child 
is sick and cannot attend daycare.  Start: ASAP. Experience 
with infants and references required, education major a plus. 
Email: betholudek@yahoo.com or text: (832) 264-8117.
$20-25 HR./ EXCEL TUTORING/ IN-HOME, NUTLEY
Looking to get back into the corporate workforce and need 
to find someone to come to my home and sit beside me to 
teach me  beginner/intermediate EXCEL. I am not working 
now and can only afford $20- 25.00 / hour CASH. Basically 
I need someone to show me how to input MY business info 
into the program & show me the different things I can do 
with my business info to motivate me & excite me to practice 
on my own. I am also looking for OUTLOOK help also if 
you can help with that after Excel, and possibility for some 
more advanced WORD. If not that’s fine. My main concern 
is EXCEL and  OUTLOOK. You must not only be proficient 
in your knowledge but able to TEACH your knowledge 
to another. Will be asking for references and proof of your 
knowledge. And be able to be fairly consistent with avail-
ability for several appts. I cant have an hour lesson & then 
not another one for a month. Looking for days and weekend 
availability preferably but wont rule out evenings. email:  
deem100@yahoo.com.
$15.00 / HR,  AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, CEDAR GROVE
Seeking a babysitter for two fun boys, ages 2 & 5 (both potty 
trained) for after-school 2 days per week, approx. 5:00 – 7:30 
pm , as well as for once a week from5:00-10:00 pm (exact 
hours TBD).   Duties would include school pickup, limited 
dinner prep, and playing.   Must be a reliable driver and 
must have references.  We are located at the Cedar Grove/
Little Falls border right off Montclair Ave.  Start ASAP 
(babysitter needed as soon as 11/5). Email: Knorman1@
gmail.com.
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Help Wanted Help Wanted
For Rent
TUTOR / CAREGIVER, MONTCLAIR
After school tutoring / care (1st-3rd graders) needed 
in Montclair, NJ.   Mon-Fri approx. 2-6:00 p.m. starting 
in September.  Graduate student in Education pre-
ferred. Some driving necessary. Email: NRockefeller@
propact1.com.
$14-20.00/HR, NOW HIRING 
ATHLETIC COACHES 
Teddy Tennis (www.teddytennis.com) is hiring 
coaches who have a strong passion for working with 
children 2.5 to 6 years old.  Positions are for part-time 
coaches with growth opportunities for the highest 
performers.  Athletic ability, tennis experience, and 
background in child development are a plus, but 
not required. Reliability is a must. Hiring in Morris, 
Union, Essex, and Somerset Counties. Email Jeff at: 
jeff.b@teddytennis.com or call (908) 405-1994.
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER IN 
UPPER MONTCLAIR
Looking for an outgoing, responsible person for after-
school care of our 11 year-old daughter & 15 year-old 
son. Safe driver, light homework help, & serve dinner.  
20 hrs/week. Starts Sept. 8. Email: evancutler@gmail.
com or call/text: (917) 583-4294.
P/T BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a part-time babysitter on Tuesdays from 
4-7:00 p.m. for my two kids, a 5 year-old girl & 8 year-
old boy.  Must have your own car & clean driving 
record. Major responsibilities include school pick-up 
and driving to and from activities.Email:Eidoko@
gmail.com or call/text: 862-596-5906.
SEEKING MSU GRAD STUDENT FOR P/T 
NANNY, SOUTH ORANGE
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving babysitter 
for kids (ages 5 & 8) in S. Orange (25 hours per week. 
2:30 - 7:30 p.m. Mon-Fri). Excellent references & clean 
driving record required. Email resume/ experience to: 
Southorangesitter123@gmail.com.
$15.00 / HR, CAREGIVER, FAIR LAWN
Caring student sought for 21 year old autistic male 
in Fair Lawn with cheerful nature. Transportation 
required. Familiarity with autism a plus. Hours: 3 pm 
to 6:30 pm Weds. & Fri  and / or 6:45 am to 8:00 am. 
Contact: Robin at (917) 685-4101.
$15.00 / HR,  BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL CHIL-
DREN, UPPER MONTCLAIR  
Seeking a reliable, patient, & engaging babysitter to 
care for my 4 year-old son & 2 year-old daughter on 
the occasional date night or after-school.  May build to 
twice a week schedule. Education Major a plus. Please 
call Jamie at (305) 607-7052 or Email: Jamielynsmith@
ME.com.
P/T NANNY, POMPTON PLAINS
P/T  Nanny 3–6:30 p.m. Min. of 3 days per week (pre-
fer 5) for 2 elementary age children in Pompton Plains. 
Requires homework help, transportation to extracur-
ricular activities, light housework and cooking. Please 
call Allie (973) 476-5892.
$15.00/HR, SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Looking for an energetic, creative & relaible sitter for 
my two boys (17 months & 2-1/2) in Montclair. The 
toddler is in school each morning so it would mostly 
be for one child, but flexibility is a must. Looking for 
someone to take a regular schedule for up to 30 hours 
per week (ideally full days Tues & Thurs. and Mont 
& Wed aft). Would be willing to share the schedule 
between multiple caregivers, if nec. Start date is flex-
ible - immediate or new year. Salary is $15.00/HR. If 
you are someone who will be a great addition to our 
family, Email: Jamie. diane.truman@gmail.com.
$15.00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, 20 HRS / 
WEEK, VERONA
Seeking a friendly, self-motivated, & very reliable 
After-School Sitter for 2 children, 1st & 4th grades.  
4-8pm  M-F.  Must have a car to pick-up & drive to 
activities.  Some homework help, serve dinner, light 
cleaning $15.00 per hour, 20 Hours / week.  Look-
ing for someone to start immediately. Email: Alison.
tedesco1316@gmail.com, or call / text (732) 710-1565.
$20.00 / HR, HOMEWORK HELPER, 
MONTCLAIR
$20 / hr. Homework Helper for 13 year-old daughter. 
3 evenings per week: Mon, Tues, Thurs from 5:15-7:15 
pm. in Montclair. Call Mary Kate at (973) 865-8769.
$20.00 / HOUR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER IN 
VERONA
Seeking a responsible, fun & caring after-school sit-
ter for two 7 year-old girls in Verona NJ. Mon, Tues, 
& Thurs 2:45-5:30 p.m. Must have experience & refer-
ences. $20.00 /hour. Call Laura: (973) 495-8599.
$17 / HR, AFTERNOON SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Montclair family looking for a P/T Sitter to pick-up 
our 3.5 year-old son at school
(1/2 mile from home), evenings 5 – 7:30 pm. We need 
help M-F. Ideal candidate will be punctual, have rel-
evant experience, and have their own transportation. 
Please Email: ChristopherMillan@gmail.com.
MARKETING/SOCIAL MEDIA COORDINATOR  
$15 / HR, MONTCLAIR
The Caucus Educational Corporation is a non-
profit, multi-media production company providing 
programming to local PBS stations, cable and select 
websites, located in Montclair. We are looking for an 
energetic, multi-tasker who enjoys handling a variety 
of responsibilities. The Marketing/Social Media Co-
ordinator duties include daily posting to social media 
and managing the social media calendar, updating 
programming information for the website, writing 
show descriptions and headlines, providing promo-
tional materials for our broadcast partners, trafficking 
print and banner ads, transcribing testimonials, light 
office administrative tasks and more.  Approximately 
20-25 hours a week to start.  Writing skills essential. 
Experience with Hootsuite, WordPress and/or 
Joomla, and Photoshop a plus.   Send your resume to: 
Laura@Caucusnj.org.
$15/HR, PART-TIME DOMESTIC HELP, CEDAR 
GROVE
Cedar Grove family seeking part-time domestic 
help.  Work usually involves light cleaning (kitchen, 
dishes, laundry), but may also include dinner prep 
and helping our 2 boys (ages 9 and 7) with homework. 
Heavier cleaning may be occasionally required as 
well (bathrooms).  4 - 8 pm 3 - 4 days a week would 
be good but the specific days and times are negotiable 
and flexible.  Please emailratan07009@gmail.com.
AFTER SCHOOL HELP, LINCOLN PARK
Looking for an active, responsible person for after 
school-pick up & transport to gymnastics for our 12 
year-old daughter. Safe driver, light homework help 
& comfortable with pets. 16-20 hrs / week. Email 
cathnasch@msn.com or call / text (201) 248-6166.
Classifieds
Help Wanted
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
 Looking for a friendly, responsible, reliable After-
School Sitter for our 11 year-old daughter.  3-6 p.m. 
Tu-Fr. $12 / hr  Homework help, driving to / from 
local activities & playdates. Start date ASAP. Email: 
gsanchez303@yahoo.com or call / text: (201) 988-3765.
P/T AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVING BABYSITTER, 
UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving babysitter for 
kids 5 & 8 in Upper Montclair (16 hours per week. 2 
p.m.-6 p.m. Mon-Thur). Excellent references and clean 
driving record required. Email dogoodwork2@yahoo.
com with resume/experience.
$15.00 / HR, OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER, MONT-
CLAIR  
Seeking warm, kind, responsible person to care for my 
7 year-old son on the occasional date night or after-
school.  May build to twice a week schedule. Special 
Education major and / or experience with Special 
Needs a plus.  $12- $15.00 / hr. depending on experi-
ence. Please call: (347) 432-4160 or Email: Ryn_a@
Hotmail.com.
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE  
$15.00/HR
Seeking a reliable, kind, responsible sitter for after 
school at least three days per week.  We are flexible 
with start times (between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m.) and 
days.  Must have car for driving to local activities; help 
with homework, etc.  9 year old twins and 14 year old.  
Starting immediately.  Please call Rachel at (917) 359-
9082 or email: racheldth92@gmail.com.
$15.00 / HR,  BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL 
CHILDREN, BLOOMFIELD  
Seeking a reliable, friendly, patient & responsible sitter 
for 4 year-old girl & 3 year-old boy. 28 hrs / week, 
Mon – Thurs, 8 am – 3:30 pm.  Special Ed Major a plus. 
Salary based on exp.  Please call Alex (973) 951-6854 or 
Email: Alexandradaste@hotmail.com.
$30-$40.00 / HR, DJ / MC MOBILE 
ENTERTAINMENT CO., BERGEN COUNTY                 
Triple Platinum DJ Entertainment
(www.3platinum.com) is looking to hire outgoing 
MCs / DJs. Must be comfortable speaking into a 
microphone in front of large groups of people. We are 
more interested in an MC… the DJ part is easy. We 
will train prospective entertainers & supply all equip-
ment . Having your own car is a must & living near 
Bergen County is important, as most of our events 
are in Bergen Co. and surrounding areas. Please call 
Anthony for more information & possible interview at 
(800) 596-4772.
$15 00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, 
GLEN RIDGE
Seeking a reliable, fun & friendly After-School Sitter 
for 2 children (5 & 9 yrs old) in Glen Ridge.  Hours 
are 3-5:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday.  Must have 
own car for afterschool pick-ups & to drive to a few 
activities.  Some light homework with 3rd grader.  Im-
mediate Start.  $15/ hour.  Call Julie at (973) 558-2246 
or Email: j14albers@gmail.com.
MANAGING EDITOR, MONTCLAIR
MontclairDispatch.com has an immediate opening for 
Managing Editor. Position willl oversee the day-to-day 
work of The Montclair Dispatch’s editorial team. Ap-
plicants must be available to work 16 hrs/week from 
our Montclair, NJ offices. Email rsume & cover letter to 
NewsDesk@MontclairDispatch.com & visit Montclair-
Dispatch.com/jobs for more information.
$15 / HR, SOME AFT SCHOOL / EVES / FEW 
OVERNIGHTS, DRIVING SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking mature care-giver for two children (ages 9 
& 12). Need 1-2 afternoons & possibly evenings per 
week. Our schedule is flexible. On those occasions, will 
need someone to pick up from bus, homework assist, 
drive to activities, prepare dinner. There will also be 
occasional overnight help needed when I travel for 
work (we are only minutes from campus!). Will need 
to assist with breakfast, pack lunches & get young-
est on bus by 8:45 am. Must have own car w/a clean 
driving record.  Experience preferred & references 
required.  Email: ilse@newpublishingsolutions.come 
or text: (917) 825-9255.
LIFE SCIENCES–AQUACULTURE / TRAINING 
AQUARIST / AQUACULTURIST, CLIFTON
Needed for a growing company within the pet 
industry. We operate as a purpose-driven organiza-
tion with relevant meaning to people’s lives. With a 
compelling mission, we are known as much for our 
values as for our products & services. Absolutely Fish 
Inc. is a national leader in the sales & service of tropical 
fish (freshwater & marine). It has been recognized & 
awarded numerous times for outstanding service to 
the community & to the cause of environmental con-
servation. We’re looking for a self-motivated, results-
driven person with compassion for animals & passion 
for our environment. The ideal candidate would be 
able to articulately explain concepts to both adults and 
children. Basic knowledge of fish keeping & Aquaria 
is preferred but not required. Must be available a 
minimum of 4 days per week, weekends included, 
20-25 hrs minimum. Email resume AND cover letter to 
Contact@AbsolutelyFish.com
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    or the first time, Montclair 
State has been recognized as a 
Doctoral Research University. 
This achievement has come 
as a welcomed change for the 
school. In a press release, Mont-
clair State contributed this sig-
nificant classification to “the 
substantial growth at Montclair 
State in doctoral-level educa-
tion and research activity,” yet 
little attention has been given 
to student research resources as 
they remain at a standstill.
    A vast majority of courses of-
fered at Montclair State require 
students to complete some kind 
of research component. This has 
long led students to turn to Har-
ry A. Sprague Library.  Howev-
er, today, Sprague Library does 
not meet the new standards of 
student research.
  At first, a student may be 
overwhelmed by all the library 
has to offer, but once they can 
finally understand the layout, 
students will learn that many 
of the books are too old to use 
for research required in their 
course.   Some professors re-
quire that resources used in pa-
pers and projects be published 
as recently as 2000. Since physi-
cal resources such as books 
are often outdated at Sprague 
Library, students are forced to 
seek out more recent versions 
elsewhere.
  Luckily, Sprague Library pro-
vides students an online da-
tabase to complete research. 
Through the library homepage, 
students can access some of the 
largest online databases like JS-
TOR and Encyclopedia Britan-
nica — that is, if they are able 
to understand the library’s con-
fusing website. All this confu-
sion has led many professors to 
set up library tours during class 
hours to enhance student un-
derstanding. While these tours 
have proven to be helpful in the 
past, they can only do so much. 
After 1 hour and 45 minutes of 
information, students cannot 
become experts and not every 
student has one of these library 
tours to help them.  
   Even though they may not be-
come library experts after one 
of these tours, students should 
have a good basis of knowledge 
to work with. However, after 
beginning their research, stu-
dents will quickly realize that 
Montclair State does not offer 
the full version of some data-
bases, like JSTOR. For some ar-
ticles, students must make a re-
quest to loan them and wait up 
to two weeks for them to arrive 
at the library. Many course re-
quire students to finish research 
within short periods of time, so 
this waiting period is extremely 
Research Resources Failing Students
inconvenient. 
    Fast approaching due dates 
force students to seek out al-
ternatives. This results in stu-
dents having to go off campus 
to other universities or the New 
York Public Library just to com-
plete a research project. Stu-
dents should not have to go off 
campus to obtain the necessary 
resources. Students should not 
have to pay to travel to other 
libraries when they already 
pay a large amount of money 
to Montclair State University. 
With students paying their fair 
share of tuition and fees, they 
should be able to have full ac-
cess to the tools they need to get 
the most out of their education.
        Sprague Library’s access to 
online articles and online books 
is limited. In many cases, large 
classes need to have access to 
a particular resource. This is 
problematic, as the library will 
only own so many copies of the 
resource. If one member of the 
class is using a resource, anoth-
er student may have problems 
gaining access to it. This hurts 
students who are required to 
read certain resources and are 
unable to do so.
    Due to the nature of the online 
databases and set up of the li-
brary, students believe that they 
are not created with the user in 
mind. They commonly get lost 
within the sea of unrelated on-
line resources or in the various 
rows of books.
  Students at Montclair State 
need to be able to excel in re-
search just as their professors 
have. Professors are not the 
only ones who need to complete 
comprehensive research — stu-
dents do, too.  
Thumbs Up
Thumbs Down
John Scott voted NHL
all-star MVP
Iowa Caucus 
“Grease Live”
Zika virus spreads
Virginia Tech student kills teen
Zayn Malik’s “Pillowtalk”
Question of the Week:
What political issues are the 
most important to you and why?
5% 
other“I would definitely say reli-
gion. A lot of big things have 
been coming up with religion. 
I think it is a big thing in the 
campaign as well right now. 
Religion is a big factor. Reli-
gion is a big influence in my 
life, so I think it is a big issue 
that a lot of people are not see-
ing eye to eye [on]. I think it is 
a big, public issue.”
- Emir Saljic
Sophomore 
Chemistry 
“Palestine, because I have a 
lot of Palestinian friends .”
- Nesibe Kilic 
Junior
English
“Education and tuition,  be-
cause it is way too God-damn 
high.”
- Randy Maccgione
Sophmore
Information Technology 
Contact us at 
montclarionopinion@gmail.com 
to find out more about 
sharing your views!
F
“I think the most important 
political issue that I care about 
right now is the changing tax 
bracket, because I am very 
concerned for my future.”
- Hope Halper
Junior
Psychology
“I would say tolerance of dif-
ferent religions and the cost 
of college.”
- Jake Ruggiero 
Senior
Business Administration
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t ap-
pears that 
the road 
to the 2016 
presiden-
tial election 
will not 
provide us 
with a dull 
week in 
politics. 
   On Saturday, Jan. 23, it was 
revealed that former New York 
City mayor Michael Bloomberg 
was seriously considering a 
campaign for presidency in this 
year’s election. Bloomberg, both 
a former Democrat and Repub-
lican, would be an independent 
candidate if he decided to run 
for office. 
   Bloomberg running for presi-
dent would throw a curveball 
into this unpredictable cam-
paign trail, but is it too late in the 
game for Bloomberg to make a 
play for the White House?
  The most significant factor 
working against Bloomberg 
here is time. With less than a 
year left before elections start, 
does Bloomberg have enough 
time to organize a legitimate 
campaign that can really get 
people’s attention? 
    Donald Trump only an-
nounced his candidacy in June 
2015, but he still had over a 
year to get his campaign go-
ing and get people behind him. 
Plus, Trump’s massive surge in 
popularity stemmed from his 
opportunistic approach of “all 
publicity is good publicity,” in 
which massive controversy has 
made him the frontrunner of the 
GOP candidates. If Bloomberg 
formally announced his candi-
dacy sometime in February, he 
would have a short amount of 
time to get his campaign going.
  Candidates from a third party 
have bad luck when it comes 
to winning an election, even 
with months upon months of 
campaigning. Bloomberg is do-
ing himself no favors by mak-
ing this decision now, with the 
deadline so close.
   Outside of the New York area, 
Bloomberg is not very well-
known. Whereas some of the 
other candidates do not have to 
worry about getting nationwide 
exposure, that would be one of 
Bloomberg’s biggest issues if he 
decided to run. 
   At this point, Bloomberg is 
wasting time pondering wheth-
er or not he should run for elec-
tion, while other candidates 
have been on the campaign trail 
and making themselves known 
to people all around the coun-
try. Bloomberg needs plenty of 
time to travel to cities all across 
the nation so as to make the 
voters feel that this is a sincere 
effort on his part and not a last-
minute effort he just threw to-
gether. 
   Imagine if Bloomberg waits 
until March or even April to 
announce his running for of-
fice. He would have just a few 
months to build a campaign. I 
do not recall any president ever 
getting elected into office with 
such a brief period of time on 
the campaign trail.
   Speaking of time, you also 
have to consider the fact that 
Bloomberg is 73 years old. Just 
imagine that, by some Hail 
Mary pass, he wins the presi-
dential election: he will be al-
ready be 74 years old. On top 
of that, he will be pushing 75 
by the time he gets formally 
inaugurated in January 2017. 
Bloomberg will be nearly 80 
Concerning Editorials and Columns
 Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue. 
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
Is Bloomberg too Late to the Presidential Party?
Former mayor’s worst enemy in his potential presidential campaign is time
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I years old after a whole term. If he makes it to two terms, he will 
be nearly 84 years old. The old-
est president to take office was 
Ronald Reagan and he was 69 
years old at the time.
   Oscar Wilde once wrote, 
“With age comes wisdom, but 
sometimes age comes alone.” 
There are many elderly people 
who remain incredibly wise in 
their senior years, but they still 
grow older with every passing 
year. Many would take on less 
responsibility and enjoy their 
lives when they hit their fifties. 
The fact that Bloomberg may 
take on the responsibilities of 
president at nearly 75 years old 
is just somewhat unsettling to 
me. In fact, Trump and Hilary 
Clinton are both in their late six-
ties and they are campaigning 
for president. Bernie Sanders 
is 74 years old and he is cam-
paigning for president. The fact 
that so many elderly candidates 
are running for president is a 
startling indicator of the lack of 
younger political officials in this 
country with the intelligence 
or desire to take on the task of 
becoming the President of the 
United States.
    Now, we all need to remember 
that nothing has officially been 
confirmed and that Bloomberg 
is simply considering a run for 
the presidency. In the months 
leading to the 2008 and 2012 
presidential elections, there was 
vast speculation that Bloomberg 
would run for president, only 
for him to deny vehemently that 
it would happen on both occa-
sions. 
   However, if I were in his shoes 
and  actually wanted to, I would 
throw my hat into the ring as 
soon as possible and go on a 
media blitz. 
  Time is absolutely not on 
Bloomberg’s side in this situa-
tion. If he wanted to run for of-
fice, he really should have made 
the decision much earlier than 
he may end up doing. Though 
he could get some momentum 
if he officially announces his 
candidacy, this situation really 
comes off as a case of too little, 
too late.
Gender Inclusive Courses Could Make a Classroom of Difference 
oo of-
ten do I 
hear pro-
f e s s o r s 
say things 
such as, 
“You guys 
should be 
w o r k i n g 
on your 
assignments at home.” The keys 
words here are “you guys.” 
  Since “guy” is a gendered 
word excluding women and 
those who identify outside of 
the binary, addressing a diverse 
group this way is misgender-
ing. 
   More professors should work 
towards creating an inclusive 
classroom. 
   In this example, many people 
may view this as “just how our 
society runs” or, as my pro-
fessor said, “it’s akin to how 
people say y’all in the south.” 
The question is, why can’t pro-
fessors switch to “y’all” or just 
“students”? These words in-
clude everyone, regardless of 
gender, so they would be much 
more ideal than misgendering 
students.
 Another way professors can 
be more inclusive is asking 
students their pronouns. It can 
be hard for students who have 
pronouns outside of the bina-
ry to address their professors 
about them. Instead, it would 
be so much easier if professors 
just sent out an email to all stu-
dents asking their pronouns so 
no one is misgendered during 
class meetings. 
  Alternatively, professors could 
just include pronouns in intro-
ductions in the beginning of the 
semester.
   In addition to pronouns, names 
are another topic that should 
be discussed. While Canvas 
names can be changed through 
the help of Brian Edwards, the 
director of the LGBTQ Center, 
other school systems such as 
ID cards and the school’s roster 
do not reflect those names. This 
causes difficulties for students 
who go by a name other than 
their legal name, transgender 
students being a prominent ex-
ample. 
   To alleviate the pressures of 
having the wrong name read in 
attendance or in class, profes-
sors should also ask students 
for their preferred names when 
asking for pronouns.
   Classroom interaction is not 
the only time students see ex-
amples of inclusiveness. They 
can even see it in the course ma-
terial. A great way to be more 
inclusive is in classroom discus-
sions and assignments. A litera-
ture professor could assign an 
LGBTQ-related novel or a film 
professor could have their class 
view “And the Band Played On” 
or “Before Stonewall.” A fresh-
man writing class could ask stu-
dents to explore their identities 
in a paper or a health class can 
focus on healthy sexuality for 
the LGBTQ community. There 
are so many opportunities for 
professors to immerse their 
classes in inclusive content.
   Recently, a professor of mine 
said that what she loves about 
Montclair State that sets it apart 
from other schools is its inclu-
siveness and how there are or-
ganizations for so many differ-
ent groups of people. While this 
is true, why can’t these great 
attributes of our school expand 
to inside the classroom as well?  
     If professors made an effort to 
be more inclusive in language 
and realized student’s diversi-
ty, I think that could be another 
thing that sets us far apart from 
other schools.
Minor changes in speech can help LGBTQ students in a major way
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Nude Versus Naked
h e n 
“ n u d e ” 
and “na-
ked” are 
put into 
G o o g l e 
I m a g e s , 
the same 
t h i n g 
pops up: 
w o m e n 
with their breasts and genita-
lia unclothed. This may make 
it seem like the two words are 
interchangeable, but a closer 
look at the pictures proves oth-
erwise. 
    The “nude” pictures are most-
ly professional photographs 
and some even have company 
names on them, while the “na-
ked” pictures seem either more 
candid or pornographic.
    Putting “nude” and “naked” 
into Google Images is a great 
way to demonstrate the dif-
ferences. The way the two are 
shown as the same without a 
closer look is how many people 
treat the two words. 
  What they do not under-
stand is that nudity is seen as 
an expression of art. It is syn-
onymous with photography, 
painting and other art forms. 
Nakedness, on the other hand, 
is seen as something taboo or 
private and usually connected 
to censorship.
   Look at our media and pop 
culture. A magazine cover 
showing Rihanna wearing 
only a leather jacket around 
her shoulders with her arms as 
her only covering is considered 
“nude” by Billboard. A Calvin 
Klein ad with a man and wom-
an pressed together unclothed 
is considered “nude” rather 
than “naked” and displayed in 
malls and shopping centers.
    The idea of nudity being an ex-
pression has been so ingrained 
into our pop culture that even 
the dictionary defines it as “un-
clothed as a person or body,” 
whereas nakedness is defined 
as “without adequate clothing.” 
Nudity has even reached color 
status and has become a trend 
with not only makeup artists 
and fashion icons, but with the 
masses who see it as an “ris-
Pop culture has created the social constructs of nude and naked
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qué” trend.
   Performers like Miley Cyrus 
and Lady Gaga who forgo “ad-
equate clothing” are depicted as 
“nude” even though there are 
children who will watch their 
performances, demonstrating 
that censorship is not associ-
ated with nudity, even though 
nudity and nakedness, to the 
objective eye, are both physical 
states of being unclothed.
  Nakedness, however, goes 
hand-in-hand with censorship. 
Conversations with nakedness 
as the subject are often more 
sexual in nature because nu-
dity does not have an explicitly 
sexual connotation and also be-
cause “naked” takes up another 
meaning. When nudity is in 
conversation, many people will 
think of partial covering, strate-
gically placed items or cropped 
pictures like magazines covers 
and perfume ads. When naked-
ness is in conversation, the im-
age is of a fully naked man or 
woman.
   Another thing that needs to be 
taken into account is that “na-
ked” can be used with a man or 
a woman, whereas “nude” per-
tains mainly to women. A par-
tially clothed man is not nude, 
but rather partially clothed.
    Nakedness, as a consequence, 
is associated with pornography 
and the inappropriate act of not 
having any clothes on. Rihanna 
in a leather jacket as her sole 
piece of clothing in front of a 
camera is “nude.” The next door 
neighbor marching around the 
streets with a leather jacket as 
her sole piece of clothing is “na-
ked,” and probably someone to 
watch out for.
   Objectively speaking, the only 
differences between nudity and 
nakedness are the ideas behind 
them. Both are social constructs 
used to the advantage of rising, 
edgy artists who want to differ-
entiate their work from pornog-
raphy. Rihanna is still actually 
as “naked” as that next door 
neighbor. The only difference 
is that Rihanna was standing in 
front of that edgy artist and that 
image of her can be displayed 
at CVS and Rite Aid without 
mothers protesting at her la-
bel’s door.
  If someone videotaped the 
next door neighbor and posted 
the video online, it is a 50-50 
toss on whether a news head-
line surrounding the act would 
have “nude” or “naked” in it, 
but in either case the neighbor, 
by definition, is naked. Only a 
celebrity can be “nude” because 
of the power behind the word.   
   The power of “nude” is that 
nothing associated with it can 
really be censored. Celebrity 
selfies in the bathroom would 
be considered “nude” and thus 
not strictly censored. Obvious-
ly, not everything that has not 
been censored can be put up 
on display. Kim Kardashian’s 
nudes are not going to show 
up on a display at the Plaza, 
but they will make a guest ap-
pearance in a book that features 
them and all her other selfies.
Have an Opinion? Tweet us @themontclarion
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After months of rehearsals, 
Fox aired the long-awaited spe-
cial “Grease Live” on Sunday, 
Jan. 31. While similar live the-
ater specials like “The Sound of 
Music” have been produced by 
NBC, it was clear that Fox had 
higher and different expecta-
tions for “Grease Live.” 
The show had its own set of 
surprises both for the audience 
and the team behind “Grease 
Live.” It started to rain earlier 
in the day and continued into 
the live performance, but the 
production team was on top of 
it by setting up tarps for out-
door scenes and giving actors 
umbrellas. 
There were also two special 
cameos by actors from the origi-
nal 1978 “Grease” movie. Didi 
Conn, who played Frenchy, had 
a role as a waitress in the Frosty 
Palace diner who has a heart-
to-heart with this production’s 
Frenchy, played by Carly Rae 
Jepson. Barry Pearl, who played 
Doody in the film, had a role as 
a television producer.
Compared to other live spe-
cials, there were different sets 
and sound stages in different 
buildings. This meant that, be-
tween scenes, actors were run-
ning or being whisked off in 
golf carts to the next scene. If 
viewers followed the show on 
Facebook, Instagram or Snap-
chat, they were able to witness 
these transitions firsthand, 
which added to the overall ex-
perience.
Alexandra Clark
Contributing Writer
‘Grease Live’: 
Modern, but Electrifyingly  
Nostalgic
The ‘Fifty Shades’ Series Gets a 
New Addition
Julia Siegel
Staff Writer
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Julianne Hough, Aaron Tveit and Venessa Hudgens, the stars of “Grease Live.”
Comedian and actor Affion Crockett plays Eli Black in the film.
Comedian and actor Mike Epps stars in the film as Ron. 
First, they generally make fun of 
multiple films, television shows, 
celebrities and pop culture refer-
ences. “Black” has a good mix of 
razzing some of the most ridicu-
lous and best parts of 2015. Aside 
from the main storyline of “Grey,” 
the best parody was Wayans re-
enacting a scene from “Magic 
Mike XXL,” which is teased in the 
trailer. Even though most paro-
dies jump back and forth between 
spoofs, “Black” is more consistent 
in making fun of “Grey.” This was 
refreshing because it was easy 
to follow and had running jokes 
throughout the entire film.
A second characteristic of a 
good parody is distorting a certain 
genre. In this case, “Black” shreds 
apart the typical romantic drama 
genre by flipping some of the ste-
reotypes. For instance, Wayans’ 
character Christian Black acts the 
exact opposite of his counterpart, 
Christian Grey, in some of the 
scenes. By flipping the standards 
of the characters, “Black” uses this 
characteristic  of spoof comedies 
succesfully. 
Finally, spoofs focus on attack-
ing the structure of a genre with 
creative criticism. “Black” was 
able to display this characteristic 
by slightly changing storylines 
to show the ridiculousness of the 
romantic drama genre. The film 
definitely sought to attack “Grey” 
with creative criticism through 
the story structure and dialogue 
between the characters. There are 
quite a few scenes where the char-
acters describe the clichés that are 
occurring, which helped embellish 
the tendencies of the genre.
Overall, “Fifty Shades of Black” 
is a funny adaptation of “Fifty 
Shades of Grey.” By adhering to 
the standards of parodies, Wayans 
and company were able to pull off 
a successful spoof. There is plenty 
of comedy in each scene, which 
made the film enjoyable. The com-
edy is very satirical and ridicu-
lous, so it will not be as funny for 
everyone. For me, this is my favor-
ite type of comedy. If you are like 
me, then go see this movie because 
you will get a good laugh out of it.
No, “Fifty Shades of Black” is 
not the sequel to last year’s hit, 
“Fifty Shades of Grey.” Marlon 
Wayans’ new spoof comedy may 
sound similar to “Grey,” but do 
not mistake it as the same film. 
“Black” tears “Grey” to shreds 
with comedy that packs plenty of 
laughs. 
For full disclosure, I have not 
seen “Grey,” but “Black” depicts 
a ridiculous story that emulated 
what I think “Grey” is all about.
For obvious reasons, “Grey” is 
not a film for everyone and nei-
ther is “Black.” If you are a fan 
of Wayans and his comedy, then 
you will enjoy “Black.” If you 
do not like spoofs or Wayans, 
then this is not the film for you. 
“Black” is a very particular type 
of sensational satire that emulates 
the same humor as all of Wayans’ 
previous films. 
“Black” is not the best spoof 
that I have seen, but it definitely 
is not the worst. Typically, spoof 
films have similar characteristics.
Across 20 acres, there were two 
sound stages and 21 different 
sets with a backlot and exterior 
locations at Warner Brothers stu-
dios, where the live performance 
was filmed.
The addition of a live audience 
on the set brought forth much-
needed energy, especially during 
the show’s iconic, upbeat num-
bers like “Summer Nights” and 
“We Go Together.” The audience 
was used exceptionally well dur-
ing “Born to Hand Jive,” since, 
in the scene, the characters were 
performing live for “National 
Bandstand.” The choreography 
for every scene was a great blend 
of tradional and modern aspects, 
the work of choreographer Zach 
Woodlee. They brought the 
“live” to “Grease Live.”
The success of “Grease Live” 
was accomplished greatly due 
to the cast. The characters have 
become iconic, but each actor put 
their own spin on their portray-
als. There were, however, some 
missteps when it came to the 
characters of Kenickie and Fren-
chy, played by Carlos PenaVega 
and Jepson, respectively. 
PenaVega’s portrayal of the 
standoffish Kenickie was any-
thing but. In some scenes, it was 
almost as if he was crawling 
at the feet of Rizzo, breathtak-
ingly played by Vanessa Hud-
gens. Even with PenaVega’s own 
spin on the character, he wasn’t 
able to get on the same level as 
Hudgens’ “don’t care” attitude, 
which made their romance hard-
er to believe. 
While Jepson’s portrayal of 
Frenchy was extremely well 
done, the song that was written 
for her to sing was disjointed 
compared to the rest of the num-
bers. The song “All I Need is an 
Angel” was too contemporary, 
especially when followed by 
the doo-wop serenade, “Beauty 
School Dropout,” which was 
performed by Boyz II Men. 
Aaron Tveit (Danny) and Ju-
lianne Hough (Sandy) had a lot 
of pressure when taking on these 
roles, yet they both perfectly 
embodied these characters. Two 
other actors who stole the show 
were Keke Palmer (Marty) and 
Jordan Fisher (Doody), who ser-
enaded the audience with their 
own respective songs. 
Tony Award-winning costume 
designer William Ivey Long also 
needs to be mentioned for his re-
markable costumes that contrib-
uted to the success of these char-
acters and the show itself.
The production’s remarkable 
ability to combine the best of 
both the musical and film ver-
sions should be commended. 
The smallest of moments that 
were added were appreciated 
by the fans of “Grease,” which is 
what added to the nostalgia that 
is associated with this outstand-
ing musical.
Comedian and actor Mike Epps stars in the film as Ron. 
themontclarion.org
‘Kung Fu Panda 3’
Smashes into Theaters
“Kung Fu Panda 3” is the lat-
est movie from DreamWorks 
and the second sequel in the 
“Kung Fu Panda” franchise. 
The plot centers around Po, 
(Jack Black) who finally meets 
his biological father after 20 
years. 
After they reunite, Po is tak-
en to a village where there are 
many other pandas and most of 
his other family members get to 
know who he is. As this is going 
Diego Coya
Staff Writer
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Social media went crazy on Jan. 
29 when former One Direction 
heartthrob, Zayn Malik, released 
the new single “PillowTalk” from 
his upcoming album “Mind of 
Mine,” which is coming out on 
Mar. 25. Just two nights after its 
release, the single rose to No. 1 
on the iTunes charts, marking the 
singer as one to watch.
Even after millions of “Direc-
tioners” mourned his departure 
from  British boy-band One Direc-
tion in  early 2015, many havebeen 
anticipating his new music as a 
solo artist. 
After only a year away from the 
band and working non-stop on 
his new album, Malik is ready to 
embrace the spotlight once again. 
Along with his new single, Ma-
lik released a steamy music video 
for the song starring himself and 
rumored girlfriend, model Gigi 
Hadid. The video already has over 
Zayn Malik Hits #1 Solo 
Kimmie Devereaux
Contributing Writer
30 million views on YouTube, a 
number that will continue to rise 
and Malik can thank a number 
of One Direction fans, who con-
tinue to support his career even 
though he broke their hearts last 
year, for this achievement. 
Interestingly enough, Malik 
chose to release his debut al-
bum exactly one year after his 
departure from One Direction. 
Coincidence? Probably not. He 
explained in an interview with 
Beats 1 that, throughout his time 
with the band, he would always 
be writing his own songs on the 
side and never really felt a great 
musical or creative connection 
with the other guys in the group. 
He told Beats 1’s Zane Lowe, “I 
never really wanted to be there, 
like in the band.” 
Now that it’s out, we can’t help 
but speculate that Malik was un-
happy the entire time he was in 
One Direction. Dissing the band 
multiple times to different sourc-
es or in interviews, Malik clearly 
showed he’s always wanted the 
day to come where he could put 
out his own music.
With the anticipated release of 
his album, fans are also waiting 
for an announcement of a “Mind 
of Mine” tour. Malik claims he 
will do a tour if he sees that peo-
ple are really liking his music. It 
was announced, however, that, 
in this album, there will be a col-
laboration with singer-songwrit-
er Kehlani in one or maybe more 
than one song. 
This is a huge time for Malik 
and his career as he tries to make 
it big on his own. From the looks 
of it now, it seems like he won’t 
have any trouble doing that. 
With just one single out, radio 
stations are constantly getting 
requests to play “PillowTalk.” 
Now we just have to wait for 
more of his music to be released 
in order to determine whether 
Malik’s decision to leave One Di-
rection was really the best idea. 
on, a villain named Kai (J.K. Sim-
mons) wants to defeat all of the 
other kung fu masters and wants 
all of their power for himself. Po 
then has to train the other pandas 
and create an army for the ulti-
mate battle.
As someone who has loved 
“Kung Fu Panda” and “Kung Fu 
Panda 2,” I was optimistic that 
“Kung Fu Panda 3” would follow 
in their footsteps and continue to 
expand the story in a great way. 
I am really glad to report 
that “Kung Fu Panda 3” is one 
of Dreamsworks’ best movies. 
“Kung Fu Panda 3” has a great 
story arc and we learn more 
about Po and his back story. In 
addition, the new characters are 
lovable and not once did I ever 
feel that there were too many 
characters. At the same time, the 
animation is absolutely stellar 
and beautiful to look at.
One of the many things that I 
have loved about this franchise 
is the way in which the movies 
developed the villains. With the 
villains, you understand why 
they are doing what they think is 
right. Kai was a great villain who 
was very menacing and he was 
an actual threat to the protago-
nist, which leads to another as-
pect that I absolutely love about 
this franchise: the way the action 
sequences are directed. 
The action sequences are al-
ways fun to look at and are at 
their best in this movie. Like the 
other two, “Kung Fu Panda 3” 
has a lot of heart and it’s a car-
toon that appeals to both adults 
and children. 
Overall, “Kung Fu Panda 3” 
is a movie that I highly recom-
mend, especially if you love the 
other two movies in the fran-
chise. I honestly hope that this 
franchise will remain a trilogy, 
because right now, it is perfectly 
fine the way it is. 
Even though it is only Febru-
ary, it is safe  to say that we have 
our first great movie of 2016. 
Malik in concert in 2014.
‘The Finest Hours’
Fails to Stay Afloat
On the night of Feb. 18, 
1952, a T-2 oil tanker en route 
from New Orleans to Boston 
was ripped in half by a major 
storm system, leaving more 
than 30 men trapped inside 
the rapidly-sinking stern and 
igniting a chain of events that 
culminated with the most dar-
ing rescue mission in the his-
tory of the U.S. Coast Guard. 
This unforgettable story serves 
as the backdrop for “The Fin-
est Hours,” an action-thriller 
that intrigues audiences with 
its compelling premise, but ul-
timately falls flat and fails to 
redeem itself.
Based on Casey Sherman and 
Michael J. Tougias’ 2009 book 
of the same name, the film fol-
lows coxswain Bernard “Ber-
nie” Webber (Chris Pine) as he 
juggles working at the Coast 
Guard’s Chatham, Massachu-
setts station and preparing to 
marry headstrong financée 
Miriam Pentinen (Holliday 
Grainger). 
When the fallout from a mas-
sive nor’easter leaves the crew 
of the S.S. Pendleton stranded 
at sea, Webber joins a four-man 
team focused on searching for 
survivors while chief engineer 
Raymond Sybert (Casey Af-
fleck) struggles to keep the 
floundering wreckage afloat. 
Little do they know they are 
about to embark on a journey 
that promises to test them in 
ways they never imagined.
From a distance, “The Fin-
est Hours” is a film that epito-
Noah Orent
Contributing Writer
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“The Finest Hours” is in theaters now.
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mizes the strength of the human 
spirit while pitting ordinary men 
against seemingly insurmount-
able odds. But while the dizzy-
ing maritime action sequences 
leave viewers in a perpetual state 
of suspense, the narrative as a 
whole can be described in one 
word: cumbersome. 
Viewers looking for a film that 
lives up to its high expectations 
will sadly get an entirely oppo-
site experience. The underwrit-
ten plot relies on an overabun-
dance of tried-and-true tropes 
— be it an unanswered telephone 
call foreshadowing bad news or 
an overly theatrical monologue 
revolving around a poorly-con-
structed argument — while di-
rector Craig Gillespie’s reliance 
on computer-generated imagery 
betrays the image he struggles to 
grasp and only succeeds in put-
ting audiences to sleep.
Adding further insult to injury, 
seeing “The Finest Hours” in Re-
alD 3-D is a complete waste of the 
extra $2 theaters applied to tick-
ets. That money would be better 
spent at the concessions stand. 
It almost feels as though Disney 
made the decision to present 
the film in 3-D at the last minute 
and didn’t bother to think things 
through.
Even after all these criticisms, 
there remains very little to en-
joy about the film. Pine and Af-
fleck both deliver performances 
that are easily forgettable, not 
even trying to tease out some-
thing deeper about their respec-
tive characters. Grainger, who 
achieved international recogni-
tion last year after portraying 
Anastasia Tremaine in Kenneth 
Branagh’s “Cinderella,” tries to 
make audiences understand her 
character’s behavior, but ulti-
mately fails because her story has 
no stakes whatsoever.
The members of the support-
ing cast, meanwhile, are largely 
limited to either standing in the 
background and staring into 
space or trying to keep the halved 
Pendleton from flooding. The 
only interesting character is cook 
Tiny Meyers (Abraham Benrubi), 
who sings “Sit Down, You’re 
Rockin’ the Boat” to the annoy-
ance of his fellow crewmembers 
and to the delight of the older au-
dience members.
The only other compliment one 
can give is a sequence that takes 
place near the film’s midpoint, 
where orders are relayed from 
one survivor to another through 
what remains of the Pendleton. 
This is the only moment in the 
entire film where viewers can lit-
erally feel the tension in the air, 
serving as respite from every-
thing else happening in the film.
A jumbled mess from start to 
finish, “The Finest Hours” is a 
movie that, quite simply, should 
have never been made. The fi-
nal product completely missed 
the mark and doesn’t even try to 
stand out, making it difficult to 
have any sympathy for the char-
acters. While it is true that the S.S. 
Pendleton rescue is a truly inspir-
ing tale that should continue to 
be told, the big screen is not the 
place to immortalize such a story. 
With this in mind, it seems ap-
propriate to award this film zero 
stars out of five and hope that the 
same mistake is not made twice.
themontclarion.org
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Daniel Waffenfeld
Staff Writer
        On Feb. 7, the Denver Bron-
cos and Carolina Panthers will 
go head-to-head for a chance 
to achieve the next Super Bowl 
title. This season was a special 
one for the Carolina Panthers, 
who finished 15-1 in the regular 
season, while the Broncos fin-
ished 12-4. Both finished with 
the best record and the No. 1 
seed heading into the playoffs. 
      If the Panthers win on Feb. 
7, then it will be their first Super 
Bowl victory. The Broncos will 
have their third win in NFL his-
tory if they come out on top. 
     Whoever wins this game 
will make history and, with all 
the stories buzzing around Me-
dia Week, this looks to be an 
intense, aggressive and close 
showdown for a historical Su-
per Bowl. Everyone should be 
excited for this legendary eve-
ning that you don’t want to 
miss.
       It’s every NFL player’s 
dream to play in the Super Bowl 
from the moment one enters the 
NFL and most of the members 
of the Carolina Panthers have 
never reached the big stage. 
     However, the Broncos have 
some players who have played 
and even won the Super Bowl 
before, such as quarterback 
Peyton Manning, who is ap-
pearing in his fourth Super 
Bowl. This can potentially be 
the final game of his football ca-
reer and he is going to put ev-
erything he has into this game 
to end his legendary career on a 
heroic note. 
     For quarterback Cam New-
ton, this is his first Super Bowl 
appearance, adding a new mo-
ment to his incredible list of 
accomplishments so far. Some 
believe the pressure will get 
to him in his first Super Bowl, 
but many forget Newton has 
played in front of thousands for 
a national championship in col-
lege, which was also the same 
year he won the Heisman tro-
phy. 
     For both quarterbacks, this 
Super Bowl win can potentially 
impact their legacy. 
       Both teams have been pre-
paring for this game for a while 
now, hoping for their team 
to enter the final game of the 
2015-16 NFL season. The Pan-
thers have been an explosive 
team on the offensive end, with 
MVP-nominee Newton leading 
the way with his dual-threat 
ability. Running back Jonathan 
Stewart, tight end Greg Olsen 
and  wide receiver Ted Ginn 
Jr. are the key offensive players 
for the Carolina Panthers. The 
defensive main players seem to 
be linebacker Luke Kuechly and 
cornerback Josh Norman. 
The Super Bowl celebrates its 50th anniversary on Feb. 7 in Santa Clara
     For the Broncos, their offen-
sive players seems to be Man-
ning, wide receivers Emmanuel 
Sanders and Demaryius Thom-
as and running back C.J. An-
derson. The big defensive play-
ers are going to be safety T.J. 
Ward, cornerback  Aqib Talib, 
defensive end Derek Wolfe and 
outside linebackers DeMarcus 
Ware and Von Miller.
     Super Bowl 50 is already 
looking to be a memorable and 
historical event that all should 
watch. Coldplay, Lady Gaga, 
commercials and a Lombardi 
trophy will be presented in this 
important game.
“I hope the Broncos 
will win so that Peyton 
can retire on a good 
note. However, I think 
they’re going to choke 
like they did a few 
years ago when they 
played the Seattle Se-
ahawks in Super Bowl 
XLVIII.” 
- Alexis Karpf, 
   Freshman
        “I want the Broncos 
to win, but Cam really 
deserves this oppor-
tunity. I don’t think 
Denver will play well 
against Carolina. I’m 
looking forward to be-
ing able to watch the 
game with my friends 
and see these two 
teams in action.” 
- Chris Clement, 
   Junior
“I have a lot of respect 
for Peyton Manning. I 
think he’s an excellent 
player and I’m really 
hoping the Broncos 
will pull off this win. 
No matter what hap-
pens, though, I’m hop-
ing for a good game. 
Both teams deserve to 
be here.” 
- Justin Mathai, 
  Sophomore
“It’s reasonable to as-
sume that this will be 
Manning’s last game, 
so part of me wants 
him to get one more 
ring and go out with 
a big win. However, a 
big part of me wants 
Carolina to win, for 
Newton and his boys 
to prove they are the 
real deal and cap the 
season right. I believe 
Carolina will win. 
They’ve got that high-
powered offense and 
their defense has re-
ally shown up when it 
counts. Panthers all the 
way, baby!” 
- Robert Berentes, 
  Senior
Montclair State Student predictionS
Super Bowl 50
denver BroncoS
carolina pantherS
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Hunter Romanoski
Men’s Swimming and Diving
Romanoski came out victorious in 
the 100 freestyle as well as the 400 
medley relay in a win against Vas-
sar College. He helped the team to 
nine total wins this season, the most 
since 2006. 
notable performances:
100 free: 49.06
200 free: 1:47.89
200 medley relay: 1:39.21
http://montclairathletics.com/common/controls/image_handler.aspx?image_path=/images/2015/4/13/GuillenAOW15.jpg&thumb_prefix=rp_aotw http://montclairathletics.com/common/controls/image_handler.aspx?image_path=/
images/2015/9/7/StrussAOW2015.jpg&thumb_prefix=rp_aotw
Who’s Hot This Week
Katie Sire
Women’s Basketball
Sire recorded her eighth double-
double of the year against Ramapo 
College, putting up 18 points and 10 
rebounds.  She is currently ranked 
fourth in the NJAC in rebounding 
with 9.2.
field goal percentage: 42.3%
steals per game: 2.3
assists per game: 2.4
Photo courtesy of MSU Sports
Photo courtesy of MSU Sports
  
Red Hawk 
Roundup
Men’s 
Basketball  
Swimming 
and 
Diving
     The Red Hawks 
finished their season 
on Jan. 30 against Ra-
mapo College. The 
men’s team had their 
most successful meet 
of the season and fin-
ished with a 2-2 record 
in the NJAC, while the 
women’s team finished 
the season with a 1-3 
record. Both teams will 
take some time off until 
they compete again in 
the 2016 Metropolitan 
Swimming and Div-
ing Championships on 
Feb. 19.
UpcomingGames
Feb. 6Indoor Track and Field:DeSchriver InvitationalTBAEast Stroudsburg, Pa.
Feb. 6Men’s Basketball:Montclair State vs. Rutgers-Camden1 p.m.Panzer Athletic Center
Feb. 6Women’s Basketball:Montclair State vs. Rutgers-Camden3 p.m.Panzer Athletic Center
 Feb. 10Women’s Basketball:Montclair State vs.Rowan University5 p.m.Glassboro, N.J. 
          
UpcomingGames
Feb. 10Men’s Basketball: Montclair State vs.Rowan Basketball8 p.m.Glassboro N.J.
Feb. 13Indoor Track and Field:Montclair State vs. Monmouth UniversityTBAWest Long Branch, N.J.
Feb. 13Women’s Basketball:Montclair State vs.New Jersey City University2 p.m.Jersey City, N.J.
    Feb. 13Men’s Basketball:Montclair State vs.New Jersey City University4 p.m.Jersey City, N.J.
Indoor 
Track 
and
Field
       Both teams put up 
commendable num-
bers at the Ramapo 
Select Meet on Jan. 
30. Matthew Santan-
gelo performed a per-
sonal best in the shot 
put while Allison 
Mycek placed second 
in the 5,000 meters, 
earning her the num-
ber two spot in the 
NJAC. Both teams 
will be back in action 
on Feb. 6 at the De-
Schriver Invitational 
in East Stroudsburg, 
Pennsylvania. 
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     Erick Loften-Har-
ris matched his sea-
son high 27 points 
against TCNJ, but it 
wasn’t enough, as the 
team picked up their 
third straight loss. 
The team will look to 
turn things around 
on Feb. 6 against Rut-
gers-Camden. 
      Inside the heart of Panzer 
Athletic Center, the smell of 
chlorine lingers in the dimly-lit 
locker room, only intensified by 
the piles of colored towels and 
rows of hanging Speedos. In the 
middle of the room, Tori Hol-
zberg sits in a rounded chair, 
her hair neatly combed, but still 
dripping onto her dry clothes as 
she speaks.
     With her petite frame out-
lined in her comfy, after-prac-
tice attire, Holzberg looks up 
to the ceiling, trying to piece 
together her fading memories 
about how swimming first be-
came a part of her life, though 
there is no questioning the ma-
jor role it currently plays in her 
college career.
     “Well, I took lessons,” said 
Holzberg. “My mom used to 
swim, so she wanted us, well, 
me and my sister, to do the 
same.”
     With her familial ties to the 
sport, Holzberg always found 
room in her adolescent sched-
ule for swimming and always 
enjoyed doing so, whether it 
was on a club team or her high 
school team. However, though 
Holzberg knew she would fol-
low in her brother’s footsteps 
and attend Montclair State, she 
did not see herself in the pool 
each day before class or head-
ing to meets after.
     In fact, when she began to 
contemplate the future, swim-
ming was not a part of the 
big picture and when she en-
rolled in the university, Holz-
berg’s name was absent from 
the team’s roster. Though she 
could not complain about the 
work for her major, Fashion 
Studies, or the new friends she 
was making, Holzberg could 
not help feeling that there was 
something missing.
     “I didn’t swim my fresh-
man year of college here, but 
I missed it. So I reached out to 
coach at the end of freshman 
year, talked to him, came back 
sophomore year to swim for 
Montclair State and here we 
are,” said Holzberg.
     In time for her sophomore 
year, Holzberg had secured 
herself a spot on the women’s 
swim team and could not be 
more excited to jump back in 
the pool. At the end of her sec-
ond September at Montclair 
State, she did just that as one 
of many swimmers that would 
soon compete side-by-side as 
Red Hawks in the New Jersey 
Athletic Conference against 
schools from across the state.
     Since her first meet with 
the team, Holzberg has taken 
a great sense of pride in pull-
ing on her red and black suit 
just before she steps out onto 
the deck. By wearing the col-
ors of her university and step-
ping into the pool, Holzberg is 
not only representing Montclair 
State as a Division III athlete, 
but continuing a passion she 
has enjoyed for as long as she 
can remember.
     “I just enjoyed it more than 
I did anything else,” said Hol-
zberg. “I played softball, did 
gymnastics and swam. Those 
were my three main hobbies 
and then I kind of ― honestly, I 
was just too scared of gymnas-
tics and I felt like softball wasn’t 
enough physical activity. So I 
wound up just cutting those 
both out and just doing swim-
ming. I just enjoyed it. My mom 
got me into swimming, but then 
I stuck with it.”
     Though she has been a swim-
mer for the majority of her life, 
Holzberg admits that she would 
never be able to handle the 
amount of work and dedication 
expected of her if it was not for 
her teammates. Together, she 
shared, they have become more 
of a family than anything else, 
something Holzberg would not 
trade for the world.
     Despite the official separa-
tion of the men’s and women’s 
teams in competition, Holz-
berg mentioned the bond the 
two share at practice and even 
outside the pool. “I would say 
that we’re all so lucky because 
we’re a co-ed team,” said Hol-
zberg. “There’s men’s soccer 
and there’s women’s soccer 
and they can communicate and 
hang out. But we’re forced to be 
together everyday and it’s re-
ally fun being able to be really 
close with the guys because it’s 
just [a different experience form 
other teams].”
     At the end of the day, Hol-
zberg recognizes that, though 
it may not seem like it at times, 
her main reason for attending 
the university was her academ-
ics. In such regard, she plans 
to take an internship following 
this season to fulfill the final re-
quirements for her graduation 
in May.
     While her plans still remain 
“up in the air,” Holzberg does 
not feel as though her strong 
connection to the pool will con-
tinue in the near future. “I’m 
trying to get a job first,” said 
Holzberg. “I’m not going to 
graduate knowing that I’ll be 
involved in swimming, but if 
it worked out where I had a job 
and some free time to help out, 
I would be willing.”
     Still, looking back at all that 
she has accomplished both at 
Montclair State and through-
out her life as a whole, Holz-
berg noted that swimming will 
always be a part of who she is 
and where she is going. In the 
future, wherever life may take 
her, Holzberg knows she will 
definitely be making a splash.
Jayna Gugliucci
Managing Editor
 
Global Education Center 
http://www.montclair.edu/global-education/study-
abroad/outgoing-students/ 
 
The Global Education Center 
NEW Speed Advising: Study Abroad 
Learn about various programs and scholarship opportunities 
from a Study 
Abroad Alumni. Come with questions and see how you can 
make your dreams into reality! 
 
Student Center Lobby 
Every Monday from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
 
No Pre‐Registration Required! 
 
Attend our upcoming Study Abroad Special Sessions! 
Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall 
 
February 11, 2016 
12:00 p.m. Exchange Programs Abroad 
1:00 p.m.  Budgeting for Study Abroad 
2:00 p.m.  Gilman International Scholarship (for PELL 
Grant Recipients) 
3:00 p.m.  Faculty-led Short-Term Study Abroad Programs  
 
sunday, february 28, 2016 
noon – 3 p.m. 
university hall conference center
rsvp today and get your  
$60 application fee waived.
learn more and register at  
montclair.edu/graduate
 THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OPEN HOUSE
 HERE.  
our networks  
open doors.
Montclair State Swimmer 
Makes a Splash
Tori Holzberg jumps into the pool headfirst and never looks back
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The Red Hawks are 7-4 as they head to the end the season.
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       The Red Hawks entered 
the 2015-16 season fresh off 
a Final Four run, but they no 
longer had their best two play-
ers. Janitza Aquino and Melissa 
Tobie averaged nearly half the 
team’s points last season and 
their absence left a sizable hole 
on the basketball court and in 
the locker room. Kayla Cebal-
los ― who never started a game 
her junior year ― was left to fill 
the void.
    Ceballos entered her senior 
season as the team’s premier 
offensive weapon. She drained 
five three-pointers and shot 
better than 50 percent from the 
floor in the Montclair State’s 
opening game, proving that 
she was up to the task. Ceballos 
continued to burden the offen-
sive load, as she was the team’s 
leading scorer through its first 
nine games.
    The Red Hawks traveled to 
Puerto Rico for the San Juan 
Shootout and were set to play 
two nationally ranked teams, 
Lebanon Valley College and 
Rochester University. Montclair 
State played a tight first quarter 
and the second quarter began, 
as it always does. Ceballos went 
up for an offensive rebound. 
On her way down, she collided 
with a player from Lebanon 
Valley College.
    “My leg just stood in place 
but my knee buckled. I heard 
the crack and the pop,” Cebal-
los said. “Right there, I knew. 
I’ve never had an injury this se-
vere, so I knew something was 
wrong. It was the worst feel-
ing.”
    Ceballos suffered a season-
ending ACL injury. One mo-
ment, she was the team’s num-
ber one option on offense and 
then, seconds later, she was 
faced with the reality that she 
might not play another game in 
a Red Hawks’ uniform.
    “I was sitting down on the 
bus talking to [Ceballos] and 
she had tears running down her 
face and she said ‘Don’t worry. 
I’m still going to be a leader. 
I’m not going to let the team 
down. We can still win this. I’m 
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Despite the Red Hawks struggling to recapture last year’s run, Ceballos is helping Montclair State push for another NJAC title despite her injury.
going to do everything that I 
promised,’” Head Coach Karin 
Harvey said. “This is an hour 
after she knows her season is 
over and she’s already thinking 
about the team.”
    Four years ago, Ceballos 
wasn’t necessarily the player 
one would expect to take con-
trol of the team as a senior. She 
went to Christ the King High 
School ― a high school basket-
ball behemoth that has seen 
WNBA legends Sue Bird and 
Tina Charles walk through its 
doors ― but she never saw the 
court. Ceballos had the talent, 
but was hidden at the end of the 
bench.
    “My senior year in high 
school, I actually quit the bas-
ketball team for about two 
weeks. I didn’t play in high 
school at all,” Ceballos said. 
“Then, I realized it just didn’t 
feel right. I felt emptiness. So I 
begged my coach to let me back 
on the team and he did.”
    Ceballos didn’t go through 
the typical recruiting process 
of a talented high school athlete 
because she didn’t necessarily 
have the exposure. Instead, Ce-
ballos displayed her skills at an 
individual showcase hosted by 
Fairleigh Dickinson University 
― where Red Hawks’ Associ-
ate Head Coach Courtney Cun-
ningham spotted her for the 
first time.
    “She’s come such a long 
way,” Cunningham said. “Her 
offensive skills continue to get 
better every year, but she really 
came a long way in her defen-
sive ability and her leadership. 
     
Kayla Ceballos Continues
to Push Through Adversity
p. 18 - Who’s Hot 
    p. 18 - Red Hawk Roundup    p. 17 - Preview of Superbowl 50 
I think that’s where we’ve seen 
the most growth over that four-
year period.”
    A quick glance at Ceballos’ 
statistics reveals a player that 
steadily improved year-to-year, 
and showed an even bigger im-
provement from the beginning 
to the end of her career. She 
averaged 7.6 minutes and 1.5 
points per game her freshman 
year and improved to 24.4 min-
utes and 13.5 points per game 
her senior year.
    However, Ceballos’ develop-
ment into a leader is perhaps 
more surprising. She explained 
that her confidence was taken 
away from her in high school. 
Ceballos said during her first 
two years on the team, she 
would dominate in practices, 
but then would shy away in 
games.
    Now, four years later, she’s 
a fearless scorer and embraced 
the role of a leader. She can no 
longer help the team physically 
because of her ACL injury, but 
she remains an active leader. 
It’s not uncommon to see Ce-
ballos coaching a teammate on 
the bench ― whether it’s offer-
ing words of encouragement 
or telling a teammate that they 
should go straight up with the 
ball, rather than hesitating.
    “[Ceballos] comes to prac-
tice. She motivates everybody. 
When she comes into the gym, 
all [her teammates’] faces light 
up,” Tobie, who played with 
Ceballos for three years and 
now coaches the team, said. To-
bie went on to describe Cebal-
los beyond the basketball court. 
“She’s honestly one of the nic-
est and most genuine people 
that I’ve ever met. Her heart 
is so pure and she’s so sweet. 
She’s like, you want to pinch 
her cheeks, almost.”
    Ceballos traces her passion 
for basketball back to middle 
school and she described her-
self as a tomboy growing up. 
Also a gamer, she said, “I used 
to have a PS3 and I’d spend 
hours on it. I played Grand 
Theft Auto ―when my mom let 
me.”
     Now, Ceballos’ four-year ca-
reer at Montclair State is com-
ing to a close. Ceballos, not able 
to make physical contributions 
to the team during its most im-
portant stretch, is still keeping a 
positive attitude.
    “I don’t regret anything. Ev-
erything happens for a reason,” 
Ceballos said. “I would advise 
every athlete to not take any-
thing for granted and play ev-
ery game like it’s literally their 
last game. That’s how I played 
my senior year. I played every 
game like it was my last game 
and I enjoyed every second of 
it.”
“She’s come such a long way. 
Her offensive skills continue to get better 
every year, but she really came a long way 
in her defensive ability and her leadership. 
I think that’s where we’ve seen the most 
growth over that four-year period.”
- Courtney Cunningham, Associate Head Coach
